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ABSTRACT

Alice h'lunro' s fiction has a distinct ive style that

grows, in part, out of the close relationship between her

themes and images. The main concern of this ulesis will

be to explore the way in which Alice Munro uses certain key

images to dramatize the central themes of her fiction.

~unro's fiction examines the trials and occasional triumphs

which the individual experiences in developing from child

hood and youth to maturity and offers the reader insight

into the complex processes of life through her subtle

rendering of human experience.

- It is Alice l'llunro's perceptive dramatizations of

life that mffi:·e each of her short stories and novels memorable

to the reader.
'"Sesses the ability to present

'real lifei~~ vividly and convincingly as well as the talent

to develop each story through her use of significant, and

often recurring, images. These images are sometimes intro-

duced obliquely at first, yet the reader is made aware of

their significance because of Runro's skillful attention to

dramatic and sensuous detail. .then each story reaches a

climax or epiphanal moment it is because its images have

been cumulatively built up and dramatically emphasized as

essential to our grasp of the climactic moment and most

important aspects of each novel or story's theme,

fhe themes in each of her four works of fi6tion are

,.4
ihe title she originally gave to Lives o~ 3irls
and~~..::::\ 1S(': ) .



similar and are often repeated in greater depth from earJier

to later works. As a writer of fiction, i:lunro has created

collections of short stories and novels which are basically

concerned with the maturation process and the recognition

of moral and s09ial pressures which can influence the

individual. lilunro I s images are often sensuous and uncom

plicated to begin with, mirroring the attitudes of her pre

dominantly youthful narrators. As the individuals in her

stories grow to understand some of the pitfalls of society,

Munro's images sometimes become unnatural and almost threat

ening. In becoming so they reflect the corruption and

pressures of society which produce the madmen, suicides and

cripples of her world who are the deprived manifestations

of society's spiritua~ deformation.
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nrTHOOlJC'rION

In an interview with Graeme Gibson, Alice ~unro

"'-said, "I'm not a writer who is very concerned with ideas.

I'm not an inte~lectual writer. I'm very, very excited

by what you might call the surrace of life, and it must

be that this seems to me meaningful in a way I can't ana

lyse and describe."l This "surface of life" concerns the

ordinary--the reality in which disguises and deceptions

are used so often that they become commonplace. Alice

Munro's talent lies in her ability to explore this reality,

and present the various tones and textures of personal

experience.

Several critics and admirers of Munro's work have

likened her attention to detail to the techniques used in

photography. Such techniques necessitate an intense

feeling for the exact texture of surfaces, the ability to

capture a precise mood, thought or emotion. A photograph

can capture some of these things using film as a medium,

whereas Alice ~unro relies on language to convey her'

responses to the reader. She often adopts a straight,

documentary style that rejects the tendency of many

photographers to manipulate images, and in an essay

entitled '''rhe Colonel's hash Eesettled", she defends

lGraeme Gioson,21even Canadian dovelists (Toronto:
Anansi fress, 1973), p. 241.
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her use, of images saying, ", •. 1 did not consciously
2plan, make, or arrange them; I found them,lI

This method of "finding" images is one that

demands far greater technique than the photographer's

lens can adequately achieve. For this reason, it might

be useful to note Alice fuunro's mention of various visual

artists in her interviews with Graeme Gibson and John

~etcalf, To John Metcalf, she has admitted that Edward

Hopper's paintings are doing ", .• exactly the same thing

that writing I respond to does and what I would like to

do. ,tJ Hopper's paintings present ordinary scenes and

buildinBs which might befou:pd in any small town: the

barber shop, the gas station, the look of a street on a

Sunday morning, an old, ornate house, Yet, "they are

like the edge of a stage beyond which drama unfolds~4,

much like Munro's stories that move subtly, yet purpose-

fully, towards a delicate, epiphanal moment or moral insight,

Of.- his own work, Edward Hopper has said, "Pliy aim

in painting has always been the most exact transcription

2Alice ,:lunro, lI:rhe Colonel's Hash Resettl>2d", in
John ./letcalf, ed" 'rhe darrative Voice ('foront 0: ~i~cGraw-~-iill

~yerson~ 1972), p. 182 •

.3John ~!letcalf, ",A Conversation ;iith Alice :.iunro", .
Journal of Canadian 7ictioh, I (Fall 1972), 58,

4Alfred H. ..3arr Jr., "HoDDer ' s Art" in Ed'Nard
rlopper: 3etrospective ~xhibitio~- (~ew York: ~useum of
",_oaern Art, 19.3.3), p. 14,
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possible of my most intimate impressions of nature, If_

this end is unattainable, so, it can be said, is perfection

in any other ideal of painting or in any other of man's

activities. ,,5 frhe "activity" Munro chooses is the activity of

wr~ting,but he~ ideals are much the same as Hopper's.

It is important for Ivlunro to recall even the most minute

detail which might aid in her dramatisation of the human

condition, She peels back layers of experience in much the

same way that an artist conveys an acute perception of his

environment through a particular brush stroke, texture

or colour.

As well as Edward Hopper, Munro has expressed an

admiration for the work of Canadian painters Alex Colville,

Jack Chambers and frOm :eorrestal, rEhese Canadian artists

basically belong to the same school in contemporary painting,

that of "magic realism" or its offshoots, or, as Uiunro

has described it, "a kind of super realism. ,,6 The con-

cern of these artists lies in creating the suggestion of

something significant contained in the seemingly ordinary

scenes and objects they depict; a message which is not

olatantly expressed but sensitively felt or sensed by the

Vlewer. Each ar~ist exercises a certain amount of select-

ivity of detail, each detail contributing to a greater

understanci.ing of the whole painting,

)~dward Hopper, "Uotes on Fainting", in .2dward
rto-oper: i~etrospective .:::xhibition C~ew York: j,;useum 01'

l.,ouern Art, 1933), p. 14.

C> ,-. ' - 5 ~-..a os on, p. 2 0.



Like the artists she admires, Alice Munro employs

her own technique of writing which precisely expresses the

memories of her own childhood and her experiences in

South-,iestern Ontario. Munro was raised in tlingham and

made the follmying comment to 8-raeme Gibson about the area

she grew up in : "I mean the part of the country I come

from is absolutely Gothic. You can't get it all down.,,7

The use of the word "Gothic" gives particular significance

to the fact that Munro admits that she is not a writer

who deals in ideas, but is more concerned perhaps, with a

particular vision. This vision rejects an extensive man-

ipulation of image and symbol, relying more on the sig-

nificance of what is there. In an essay written for The

Narrative Voice, IVlunro explains that p "I do think symbols

exist, or rather, that things are symbolic, but I think

that their symbolism is infinitely complex and never

completely discovered. liS Nothing is simple or obvious

in Munro's imaginative world, the power of her writing is

created. by the revelations which come from everyday life.

Alice Munro offers the reader delicate vignettes.

and fully realized stories in both her novels and collections

of short fiction, each story or novel reveals·her most

subtle and dramatic use of extended images. The imagery

often evokes an intuitive awareness of the impact of each

7rl°' 2/'3'..:rloson, p. "f" .•

3A1ic2 ,.,unro, "'rhe Colonel's Hash .i.esettled", in
. onne-'caL::', ed", ;2~J.·J ..ar::.~ative loi ce (Toronto: j{c·}raw-iiill
~yerson, 1972), p. 132.



story. ,hthin each story or novel there is a central

.5

theme or several similar themes which are central to her

work and each theme is strengthened and emphasized by the

imagery which contributes to our understanding of each

story in her cotlections or each segment in her novels.

Munro describes her writing to Graeme Gibson in the

following way: II I write sort of on--like a single tension,

a tension string. That's the segment or the story. I

don't write as perhaps, as some people say a true novelist

does, manipulating a lot of strings. 1l9 The course of

this single "tension string" is invariably changed or dis-

rupted by the personal revelation of one or more of the

characters involved in an Alice ~unro storYe This

revelation most often includes a discovery of the disguises

and deceptions employed by others or oneself, or, a rec-

ognition of the boundaries erected by society which deny

the ind~vidual. Munro's central images help to dramatize

the following themes which are central to her work: cas-

ualities of adolescence, small town alienation and the

illness of the apparent survivors (as indicated by the

prominence of invalids, madmen and suicides in her work).

The message or vision which Alice Wunro creates

for her readers is revealed in the ever subtle humour,

irony and compassionate understanding with which she treats

her themes. Beyond her special angle of vision, ~unro's

9';'l"o'-'on, 2<:;0~ up. J'.J •



stories all focus upon a particular aspect of a character's

experience which the character, and the reader, recognize

as a moment in which their perspective is changed or

subtly altered, offering both a significant or fresh con-

ception of the1world.

This experience might best be described as an

epiphany, a moment which Stephen Dedalus defined as "•.. a

sudden spiritual manifestation whether in the vulgarity of

speech or of gesture or. in a memorable phase of the mind

itself ... the most delicate and evanescent of moments.,,10

This same delicacy is a characteristic of Munro, who ac-

knowledges her own inability to make images, rather

she finds them inherent in her narratives. John Metcalf

questioned Munro about.her"opinion o£ the traditinnal or

classical short story which employs epiphanies:

Metcalf: I think that for years now we have been
bedevilled by the Hemingway, Katherine ~';lansfield,

Chekhov,"JamesJoyce, you know,· the epiphany:short story ..•
and lots of critics have said it's a dead form now
and there is no point in messing with it any more.
Hunro: Yes I've heard that they say that. I think
it is perf'ectly true that you can't write the pattern
story anymore, Every once in a while a story like
this occurs to me and I sit down to write it and
I'm bored. ,pecause I could do it well and easily
and there is no point in doing it. 2verything you
do has to have some possibility of discovery for'
Y.Qu or there lsn't any point in writing short stories
... fhis is the way I write. I know that there is an
entirely different point of view in v-Ihich you are
making something and you can make it according to
pattern. 11

10James Joyce, 3tep.hcn :-lero (Tievl Yort:: 1·18,/-1 Directions, 1963) ,



~------------'-----------

It should be noted that Munro does not respond to Metcalf's

use of the word "epiphany" but rather, employs her own

term "the pattern story", As Munro has said of the images

she uses, she cannot "consciously plan, make, or arrange

thern,,12, suggesting perhaps that this is what a "pattern

story" necessitates, a conscious manipulation of theme

and image to determine a presupposed conclusion,

In her own stories, Munro does not consciously

manipulate images but "finds" them, and, as she told John

Metcalf in the interview quoted above, this is where some

possibility of discovery lies, The discoveries which Alice

;iJIunro makes in her work exist in her ability to explore the

surface of life. In her explorations she "finds" images

and symbols which are complex and intriguing, offering her

the stimulation she requires as an artist, the stimulation

she does not experience in writing a "pattern story".

This stimulant is found in each of her stories which involve

some kind of recognition or revelation for the characters

and the reader-participant.

In her first novel, Lives of Girls and Jomen,

;:lunro describes 0el' s desire to become a writer:

And no list could hold what I wanted, for what I
wanted was every last, every layer of speech and
thought, stroke of light on bark or walls, every
smell, pothole, pain, crack, delusion~ held still and
held together--radiant, everlasting. 1J

12 -As quoted on p. 2,

7

13, l' -- L' ~. 1A. lce JiUnro, ,lves or Glr sand ,Iomen
:cGraw-,lill ?yerson, 1971), p. 2L}9.

('roronto I



This same statement can be applied to Alice Munro herself,

who has, in her own efforts as a writer, achieved moments

which are "radiant and everlasting". ~·.lunro' s attempts

14"to get it all down" are contained in her four published

works, all of which exhibit the same att:3i.1tion to detail

and a full artistic use of images, which arise from her meticul-

:ous dramatizaT.ions of contemporary reality. The purpose

of this thesis then, is to examine the themes which we

find in Dance of the Happy Shades(1968), Lives of Girls

ahd Women(1971), Something I've Been Meaning To TellYou(1974),

and \.yho Do You Think You Are? (1978), and to explore the way

in which the impact of Munro's work depends not so much

on the direct expression of ideas as on her use of extended

images, which most often lead to some special insight for

her characters and for the reader, 'rhe way in which her main

themes are dramatised in significant images is my central

concern and in my examination of Wunro's works I will

illustrate how her use of images is an essential component

of the themes themselves; enriching and enlarging the

scope of each theme and the reader's inherent understanding

of Alice "iunro's sensitive and intricate inVestigation

of "the surface of life",

14..... bs 2}"~Gl on, p, "!",},



CHAPTER I
JYti~'CE OF 'rnE liA FEY f3HA o;=<:s

In an interview with Graeme Gibson, Alice Munro

makes a particularly interesting comment about her style

of writing and the way in which she creates her characters

and develops those themes which are prevalent in all her

work:

But you see that I don't write ~bout, I can't write
about states of mind. I have to write about--I can't
have anybody in a room without describing all the.
furni ture you know ... I can't yet get into people or
life without--it's really what I was saying earlier-- 1
wit~out having all those.other things around them ....

'rhese "other ll things that surround Munro's characters and

contribute to her vivid portrayals often develop into ex-

tended images that enrich those themes which are dramat-

ically presented in Munro's first collection of short

stories, Dance of the Happy Shades.

In this volume iliunro's particular emphasis is on

the lack of communication between family members, the

pressure from society to conform and ~he individual'~ failure

of will to create his own life. These themes might suggest

a need for a close examination of the individual's thoughts

and motivations, but 0~nro offers another, more complex

method of studying the human c ondition. :·.mnro makes sub-

tle use of imagery which is complicated because of the

1 .
. Graeme Gibson, ~leven ::;anadian ~'iovelists (Toronto:

AllaDSi Fress, 1973), cpo -~j~;-.2.57. " .'~



many images which are interwoven and which overlap in her

stories; the final result in each story is a sense that

one has gone below the usual "surface of life" and dis

covered the discord, the isolation and the depression

which is common, to all participants in life.

It is of some importance that the, ffi9.jo.rity. ·ofthe

short stories in this collection are narrated from the

point of view of a child or an adolescent. A child's

world is often entirely different from the world of an

adult, just as a- child's perspective on life often differs

radically from that of an adult. Children do not have the

same facility as adults to assimilate all the mores and

ethics of adult society; more often than not they intuit

right and wrong, depending entirely upon what they have

understood and absorbed emotionally as much as rationally

from their peers and elders.

Such is the case in the first two short stories

to be discussed from this collection, each story narrated

from the perspective of a child. For this reason, the themes

are less complex,-mirroring perhaps, the simplicity of a

child's world. Consequently, the imagery Alice r;iunro

uses to amplify these themes is also simplistic.

In II .Ialker 3rothers COvvboy", the young daugIlter

of den Jordan recolle6ts a day spent with her father, a

day in which she learns something more about her tather,

while the reader apprehends the man 3en Jordan, not just



as a young girl's father, but a man with a pastindepend-ent

of his family. ;·;;unro does not examine Ben Jordan's "state

of mind", but rather, she details those things around him

that he reacts to and against: those images that depict

the special mood and tension that exists in the Jordan

family and between Ben Jordan and ctora Cronin. The images

are intensified by the guileless presentation of the child,

which is not marred by the speculation or judgement frequent

in the more mature mind.

The first series of images is introduced early in

the .story when-the young daughter describes the dress her

mother is making for her:

She has ripped up for this purpose an old suit and
an old plaid wool dress of he.rn, and she has to cut
and: match, very cleverly and also make me stand and
turn for endless fittings, sweaty, itching from the
hot wool, ungrateful. 2

The chile's reaction to her mother is sensual; she phy-

sically rej ects the texture, colours and discomfort .the

dress causes, transmitting much of this dislike to her

mother. Her mother \NearS a "good dress" to town when she

goes shopping, one that is "navy blue with little flowers,

sheer, ·.-yorn over a navy blue slip" (p. 5) • The mother , it

seems, is given to social pretension and does not spare

her daughter in her desire to appear the smartly dressed,

socially accepted woman and mother. ~he is not a house-

wife in "loose beltless dresses torn under the arms"(p.S),

? l' . (- A lce .:,Wlro, lance of the ~-:.appy ,hades _jew ¥or.{:
..c.~ra·,v-r1ill ~yersoil, l';1J j ) , p. 1.

iage re~arenced for suo~equent quotatioDs will
be supplled in bracKets.

.11



but a lady, whose daughl:;er is her, "creation, wretched

curls and flaunting hair bow, scrubbed knees and socks-

all I do not want to be"(p.5).

From the child's observations of her mother's

dress and behaviour, the reader is allowed some insight

into ~rs. Jordan's character. Like many children, this

young girl is at a stage where she idolizes her father;

Munro does not offer psychological explanations of their

relationship however, she offers images which contribute

to an understanding of the deeper implications of Jordan

fam.tly life.
- -

_ On the one hand, th~ images which surround Ben

Jordan are light and happy: the "white shirt , brilliant

in the sunlight"(p.6), the jokes and songs he makes up

for his children. On the other hand, ~rs. Jordan is sur

rounded by images of superficiality: her dress, her

"delicate condition" and her joyless responses to life.

This contrast is intuitively felt by the young girl who

observes her father, 3en Jordan, the salesman who knows

"the quick way out of town"(p.6), quite different from

her mother who lies in the darkened back porch, nursing

some real or imagined malady. Her father drives headlong

into the country, knocking gamely on the doors of the

farJ:Jers who, like him, are suffering I"rom tne depressed

conditions of the thirties.

·12



~unro takes special pains to describe the Jepres~ion,

but the full impact of it is best realized in the children

who try to play I SPy but, "..• it is' hard to find many

colours. Grey for the barns and sheds and toilets and

houses, brown for the yard and fields, black or brown

for the dogs 1'(p.9). There is a sense of physical depres-

sion which surrounds all the characters, but does not

completely oppress Ben Jordan, who invents his songs to

lighten the atmosphere and to make light of his profession.

This gaiety is not shared by his wife, who is physically

alienated from him since she does not share his trips to

his territory, his metaphoric escape to another and

different world. This world is a shattered one, and ugly

reality is revealed when the chamber pot is dumped out

the window--an angry and disgusting exhibition of the

truly "depressed" times and the lack of human kindness

and warmth Which has resulted from them.

After this 3en Jordan heads immediately to the

Cronin house, a place which is strange to Ben's daughter

because of those things she notices which are different

in it and to her not quite right. ~ora changes into a

dress which is "r'lowered more lavishly than anything my

mother owns, green and yellow on brown, some sort of

floating sheer crepe, leaving her arms oare"(p.12).

'fhe riot of colours which Uora chooses contrasts the

subdued, elegant costuming of .,,rs ..Jordan. ,~ora is full

of life: she ylays music and dances, she lau~hs heartily



at 3en Jordan's antics and shares a drink with him, even

though, "one of the things my mother has told me in our

talks together was my father never drinks whisky. But I

see he does. He drinks whisky and talks of people whose

names I have never heard before"(D.15). Just as the young

girl discovers things, about her father she had never known, so

the reader discovers a new side to this ""ralker 3rothers

Cowboy", who has been involved with, or perhaps desires

a new involvement with Nora Cronin, ,a' flashy, warm and

vibrant answer to the Depression and his own depressed state.

The affection between Nora and 3en it seems,

has never been consummated, ~nd once again, the child's

perceptions of the concrete reality which surrounds her

offers a possible explanation. Ben's daughter notices

a "picture on the \lvall of I':~ary, Jesus' mother--I know

that much--in shades of bright blue and pink with a spiked

band of light around her head, I know that such pictures

are found only in the homes of Roman Catholics and so

l'{ora must be one" (p .14). The child has connected a standard

symbol of Catholic faith with ~ora, and further remembers

the implications which arise: her grandmother and aunt

would say of l'Jora, "she digs with 'the wrong foot"(p,14).

3esides the strangeness of this phrase, the child intuit

ively senses;that there is somethIng difI'erentabou't Nora

that would not be accepted by her rela~ives.



Bram the imagery alone the reader ·receives a

Dicture of 3en Jordan as a man not simply married with

two children, but, a man who, beneath a surface of gaiety

is straining against a marriage .to a sickly and lifeless

woman. This marriage had, perhaps, occurred after he was

thwarted in his relationship with Nora, the forbidden

Catholic who "digs with the wrong foot", 3etween all this

is the young daughter, who understands that her father

is not just a salesman for walker Brothers, but a man

capable of entering another territory;

".like a ;Landscape that has an enchantment on l"t,

making it kindly, ordinary and familiar while you
are_looking at it, but changing it once your back
is turned, into something you will never know, with
all kinds of weathers, and distances you can not
imagine (p . 18 ) ,

'rhe "changing landscape II of the child's father is one

depicted through the physical reality of the dresses and

cheap painting of the Mother ~ary. Each of these objects

symoolizes something more than itself and suggests that

they too are not "ordinary and familiar", but belong in

a changing landscape of human emotion. These images are

the barometers which reveal the tensions within the Jordan

family, as well as the social and religious differences

which the young girl is just begirlning to recognize.

The simplicity and clarity with which a young

child "sees" is continued in the short story II Images " ,

which ~unro has said is the story she likes best in her



first collectionJ , the one that is "closest,,4 to her.

Again, a young child is taken on an expedition with her

father, in this case to examine muskrat traps along the

river. her mother is pregnant and sickly, of no use to

the child who is more interested in her father and the

prospect of adventure. The child learns a similar lesson

in this story to the one learnt in "dalker Brothers Cowboy".

Again, she discovers that there are secrets in the adult

world and "like the children in fairy stories who have

seen their parents make p~cts with terrifying strangers

... have discovered that our fear$ are based on nothing

but the.truth ... "(p.4J). The. particular tension in this

story is maintained by a series ofoontrasts: outdoor

sights and smells as opposed to the strange taste and

smell of ..Iary r,~cQuade and the "sick bed" aura of the mother,

3en Jordan's boots that seemed to have a life of their

own, "an index"(p.J6) to his own vitality that contrasts

the "fact of death", the "stiff, soaked body"(p.J6) of the

muskrats he matter-of-factly traps along the river.

All of these contrasts grow £rom the opposing forces of

images and actuality; the physical reality that the child

observes and the subtle imulication of the images them~

selves.

--_._-------------_..-------_._--
1
-"Jibson, p. 254.

4- ~ h- - t l' II"~ • - • th '1' . "oJ 0 n .. e ca I, c\. vOllV 2rsatlon .i l :-\. lce ."unro ,
,Tout';lal of Canadian ;,'ictlon, .i (.:'all 1;/'(2), S'i.



kary ,c~oiuade is the very image of aeath, ",vai ting

and breathing"(p,JO) for the grandfather to die and the

mother to have her child. ~ary ~cQuade disturbs all

the child's senses, her presence is like a pall, a dis-

turning threat:-

, .. my father and ~Iiary :'!lcQuad.e threw gigantic shaaows,
whose heads wagged clumsily with their talk and laugh
ing, I watched the shadows ins~ead of the people.
'L'hey said, "\:ihat are you dreaming about?" but I was
trying to understand the danger, to read the signs
of invasion(p,J5).

The "invasion': by l'i1ary NicQuade is both physical and emotional;

her very shadow becomes as menacing as she is.

l3en Jordan "rescues" his daughter from the death-

la-den- ~', atmosphere of their home and takes her outs ide

to his trap lines. 2ven when the narrator is safe and

freed from the influence of hiary ~'iicQuade and her mother's

sickliness, she is confronted with death in the lifeless

bodies of the muskrats and the eccentric Joe Phippen who

suddenly appears to the child:

All my life I had known there 'l,/8.S a man like this
and he was behind doors, around the corner at the
dark end of a hall. So now I saw him and just
waited, like a child in an old negative, electrified
against the dark noon sky, with blazing hair and
burned out Orphan Annie eyes (p.J3).

The power of this passage is the result of its

presentation of the recognition of evil, the intangible

fear of the unknown. '-,iunro descrioes the child as being

"transfixed, as ii' struck by lightning" (p. J3), rather than

paralysed with fear. The passage affects the reader in
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much the same way: this sudden recognition of evil is

much like a revelation or "lightning" flash that strikes

forcefully because the imagery has consistently pointed

towards a feeling of menace and death. The movement of

the story has oscillated between life and death images

(her sick mother, Mary McQuade, the frozen muskrats, and

her father's energy and health) until it has become in

evitable that there will be a cumulative, climactic moment.

The intensity of this moment is broken by the

'physical realities of Joe Phippen's eccentricities: his

house below the ground, his imagined threats from the
,-

Silas brothers, and his whiskey drinking cat are not

a part of the world of death but a fact of Joe Phippen's

existence. Once the shadow world of the Joe Phippens and

~ary ~cQuades is revealed as nothing more than a slightly

twisted fact of life, the child realizes that she is no

longer afraid of ~ary ~cQuade just as she has learned that she

does not fear Joe Phippen. The images of fear and death

are replaced by knowledge of reality, "dazed and powerful

with secrets"(p.43), that conquers childish fears and

allows the young daughter entry into the world of adult

experience.

The success of this story lies in Alice Aunro's

ability to create a tension jetween the reality the child

experiences and the illusion of death which is suggested

by the imagery ~~nro employs. ~he young Jordan girl
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learns there is much to be perceived below the "surface

of life" and often, this discovery leads to an experience

which she and her father, as well as the reader, can

share,

As mentJoned in the Introduction, Alice N;unro

does not believe in writing "pattern stories II and the

reader can see from ":falker Brothers Cowboy" and "Images" that

she successfully avoids this. 'Some of her stories are per

haps less complex, more transparent than others, yet they

still ,exhibit the same attention to theme and image.

Alice fiIunro has spoken of "Thanks for the Ride" and "Day

of the 'Butterfly" as II, • • sort of exercise stories. They

are sort of imitated, not specifically imitated but they

fit into certain patterns,lIS These stories each exhibit

the same central concern with the individual who des-

perately wants to belong to a supposedly acceptable and

admired socity. dhat serves to focus the protaganists'

failure and the inherent malady of society are the images

which penetrate below the surfaces of life and explore

the textures, sounds and smells that reveal the essential

reality of falsehood and deception.

In "'l'hanks 1'01' the :hde", ,':iunro presents her only

use of a male point of view in the collection, but manip-

ulates the ~tory in such a way that the reader's attention

converges on Lois, the llarrator'~3 date for 'the evening,

J ,.steali', p, S3.



Lois is the bit"ter survivor of summer affairs with slick-

city boys who make use of small town girls and forget their

names once the summer is over. Lois clings fiercely to

some faint notion that she might some day be the equal

of these boys with their money, cars and summer homes.

Dick belongs to tha world that· Lois, at·nnce de~pises and

desires, and becomes a witness to her bitterness and her

struggle to better herself.

Lofsls desires are for those material things which

she sees as nec83sary to success, and f\'Iunro surrounds

Lois with detailed descriptions of the tawdry, grasping

world tha t breeds this discon,tent. This attitude is best

exemplified by Lois1s mother, who is thrilled by a cheap

China elephant given to her daughter ·oy a summer boyfriend

and the fact that 0ick t s family owns a car and that his

father might have a profession that oifers him a position

in society. She says to Dick:

"live got no time for those that1s just eat..en'·.up··with
malice 'n envy. I say it's lovely. I bet your mother,
every time she wants anything, she just goes down
to the store and buys it--new coat, bedspread, pots
and pans" (p .50) .

Lois 's iilother is stimulateci oy rna·ter ial wealth and is ea.Jara

tha t her ciaughtel' should s orne day acquire "riches". !.;unro

makes it clear tnat the jumble of goods which surround

people are external trappings, tnougil sometimes pathe"Cic:

inuica"CorG of' the i:ldiviaual's ';/orth. ,:.Jociety 11aB createu

i:hll \f ldual3 Ll its ,Jari.e.



Lois's own attempts at betterment are ridiculous

and exaggerated: her yellow-green dress becomes covered

in burrs and her rhinestone necklace remains unnoticed

in the back seat of the car. .ihen Lois defiantly lists

all her finest ,material goods, the "imitation cashmere

sweater ..• that cost twelve dollars" and a "fur coat" that

she is "paying on for next winter"(p.55), the emptiness

and futility of her life ~is sharply focused. Dick der

isively mimics her mother's gushing approval of those

material objects and repeats her words, "That's nice •..

I think it's lovely for people to have things"(p.55).

i'y'hen Lois explodes and slaps. Dick she releases all the

tension which had been felt between them, a tension stressed

by ~;'lunro i S .particular attention in detailing the material

differences between Dick~and Lois's lifestyle5.

Hearing her mother's words, Lois realizes that she

too is doomed to the life of the outsider who does not
"

have, and who admires and enVles the lives of those who do.

The release of tension between Dick and Lois is followed

symbolically by "that headloJ1.g journey" (p. 56) which is

not any consummation of love but a surrender of self that

precludes any lasting emotion but sadness, the knowledge

the grandmother Dossesses ,vhen she warns "You can do what

you like with my gran'daughter ... but you be careful.

And you know what I mt;!3.l1" (p.52). This feeling of sadness

i3 one tha t Dick cannot 3.r~i~ulate j:'or fear that .Lois

c;1



would think him "pretentious and superior"{p.56). They

part, always unable to meet as human beings, because of

the wall that separat~s the privileged and unprivileged.

The imagery in this story is less subtle than

"'iJalkers Broth eT Cowboy" or ",[mages". The narrator and

Lois are not small children unaware of social pretense;

each has an identity determined by their place in socie~y.

~!lunro essentially "lists" their material possessions im

agistically, the sum total of their individual wealth

equalling their own sense of self-worth. Lois is left

hardened and miserable by her encounter with Dick, while

he has discovered another si4e of reality less comfortable

than his own.

"The Day of the 3utterfly" also follows the theme

of social pretension closely, and examines the social barriers

which are arbitrary and unfair, the pretensions which most

often undermine an individual and defeat his'will to

overcome obstacles. ~yra Sayla and her brother Jimmy are

alienated from t,he other children by the barrier of their

European origin which causes them to look, act, aress

and even smell differently. The barrier which is erected

between them and the other children is physical: Jimmy

and I,~yra stand in the back porch, playing neither on the

boys'nor girls' side at recess--they are outcasts, suf

fering martyrs who, "were like children in a medieval

painting, they were li~~e small :t'lgures carved of wood,

~or ~orsnin or s~Sic, titn ~ace3smoo~h ana aged, and
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meekly, cryptically uncommunicative"(p.l01).

jeither Jimmy nor ;ilyra are physically offensive,

they are simply unlike the others, who rely on outward

conformity to determine their social standards. The leader

of the alass, Gladys Healey, ~s secure because her father

owns a store and she can wear "flashing plaid skirts and

organdie blouses and velvet jackets with brass buttons"(p.l02),

while ~,;yra "glimmered sadly .. ~ in madeover dresses" (p .106) .

Survival in such a world is tenuous and frightening,

and Helen, the narrator of this story, is very much aware·

of this, because she too is a near-outsider, walking'to

school E?ach day from her farm home, always in "a little

danger, on account of this"(pl0J). 3ecause of her own

potential position as an outsider, Helen is able to rec

ognize ::Iyra as a possible friend. Irhe token offering of

the butterfly to ;,Iyra creates an almost unwelcome bond

for Helen who oecomes "panicky" at her own vulnerability,

"And I was glad she had not put it on. If someone asked

her where she got it, and she told,them, what would I say?"(p.l06).

Helen has crossed the social barrier and committed

herself in some small way to,~ra Sayla. The tin butterfly

from the Crackerjack box becomes an image of the potential

freedom nelen might find if she could successfully ignore

the barrier tna~ had ~een erected oetween the Saylas and

the other children. ~he Dutterfly represents the inner

Jeauty that has oeen conILle~, c ocoo;l-like, by 1;he bOU'::1ds

or ~elen's s06iety. ?he warm~h and comoaSSlon 1;hat are



inherent in a child's nature are aroused by the gentlene~s,

the essential sameness that Helen temporarily recognizes

in the ever-suffering ~i;yra.

Myra's suffering is manifested in an illness that

is sure to bring about her death, the "akemia"(p.l07) of

which the children have no real knowledge. Instead,

l~;yra' s illness becomes "fashionable" (p .107) -to the girls

in her class who plan a birthday party for myra while she

is in the hospital. Rae ~cCarthy Macdonald comments that,

lIThe death of the body has been preceded by another death,

Myra's social murder at the tongues of the .same girls

who hap~ily played the role 0'£ chosen bedside visitors.,,6

In conforming to the accepted role that her peers

determined, Helen had to repress any of her impulses of

generosity or individuality. It was too dangerous to be

~yra's friend and accept her presents 1

All the presents on the bed, the folded panel' and
ribbons, those guilt tinged offerings, had-passed
into this shadow, they were no longer innocent ob
jects to be touched, exchanged, accepted without
danger(p.l10) .

Besides possessing the shadow of a social outcast, ~yra

is marked by the shadow of death. Her death is paralleled

to the death of the narrator as an individual: her deceit,

her lack of desire to communicate with the other world

of the outcasts plunges her into a similar world of is-

olation, "the treachery of her own heart" (p .110) .

/

~ ~ . r'\ t: h . . _. " , . - . th·ae . -Cc,':l.':' 4' y .,acaona.lG, ."\. ...aiJ.rnan .Loose In ,;:;
.lorId", .-.0.::181'1'1 ..:'ictiOl1 ..:itudies, ,LUll ( Autumn 1:176), ]:) j •



The imagery found in the four stories discussed

thus far reflects different aspects of illusion and dec-

eption. In II ;valker .3rothers Cowboy" and "Images" the im-

agery ~unro uses reveals aspects of human emotion and

character that offer the reader a deeper understanding

of the reality and full impact of each situation. in

"Thanks for the Ride" and "Day of the i3utterfly", the

imagery used magnifies the essential deception of the

self, and others, which can result in the individual's

failure of will,

In both "Thanks for the Ride" and "'.rhe Day of

the 3utterfly", the character.s involved suffer from

what Hallvard Dahlie calls "the sadness of experience

ra th'er than its fulfillment"" 7 In"A '.rime of Death"

~':lunro offers another story of personal suffering in Dance

of the I{ap~oy Shades, and once again the suffering comes

from a desire to appear normal, to belong. "l\. 'rime of

Death" offers various responses to the scalding death of

a retarded infant, each response contributing to the final

climactic response of Patricia Farry, who is indirectly

responsi~le for the death of her brother, lenny. The

entire impact of this story is not evident until the last

paragrapns and, much like "Images", this impact is inten-

sified by a cumulative response to the imagery which

7,-lallvard D3.hlie, "Unc onSU[I1:nated :~elationships :
l:" ola t ion and~:e j ectiOil in Alice unro I ;J::ltories" ,

-. :-'-r~', .' '-'-t:.- ",,' ~l "i, .C· r', r' l 1()7')) ',",0r.L..l ..L 'Jcra'ture "rl v Jell Ll~ L.:>.l.:.' :u_ \.'1.p l.L. -7 t... , "':(.



precedes it.

::uch of the tension in this story is dependent

uDon Patricia Parry, a child much older than her nine

years, who,

... did things the way a grown-up does; she did not
pre~end things. She did not play at being a singer,
though she was going to be a singer when sne grew
up, maybe in the movies or on the radio(p.92).

This strange child lives in a world of illusions which

are perpetuated by her mother, WI-tO pushes her into the

spotlight, encourages fame and the dream of the fortunes

which she believes will follow. There is a pervasive

sense of unreality in this story, everything in it is

imperceptibly twisted and unnatural. ~enny is slightly

retarded, his father is drunk during the mourning and the

funeral for his son, and the women who come to comfort

the family in their loss do not like the slatternly mother,

Leona Parry. 3esides this, Fatricia Parry does not ac-

knowledge or mourn her brother's death and takes special

care to appear normal and cheerful, Patricia's actions

are reminiscent of Lois I S In "Thanks for the ,~ide", ;3he

88comes absorbed in material things to escape from the

guilt and pain ~:;he cannot accep-c. Fatricia washes her

feet in the :3hoestore so that ;.irs, ,:;cGee will think her a

clean, respectable child who appreciates the finer aspects

of personal appearance, .fhen she gets her new shoes,

"she '.'lalked j8.cl.-;: and forth looking at them until ..:rs,

:.c:::;'ee :osi..} I ·t.='atric ia never mind abou t shoes now!" (p. 9'7)



Patricia tries to model her younger brother and sister

into the type of children she believes are admired by

the society that lives in the better par~ of town, and

attempts a sophisticated conversation about the weather

on the day her brother dies.

Patricia clings to the world of movie magazines

and store catalogues, protected by the veneer of a civ

ilized society that will never imagine completely the

death by scalding of a retarded child. Munro develops

Patricia's world carefully, illustrating those outside

forces that drive Patricia from her own harsh reality

to the :\llusory world of the .famo-us and the rich. I'iiunro

details the weather, lithe snow coming ... feel in the air"'(p.90),

and "the puddles in the road all turned to ice and splin

tered up"(p.91), as well as the living conditions of the

Parry's, "the dirty dishes and puddles of milk and porridge

on the kitchen table"(p.93). This exactness of observation

contributes to a mood of desolation; desolation because

of the phys ical harshness of the parrys) life and des olation

because of the death of an innocent. There is a sense

of waiting for the snow to come, for the landscape to

chanse, for :L,eona iarry to resume her life and forgive

Patricia.

Leona does finally retur~ to act as Patricia's

ffiqnager, ~ut the cold frost continues and the snow does

no\; CC;'le. it is the ;3cissors man who appears instea(i,

iiith Ilis "unLl.tellL;ible chant ... 80 stran:?;etha t you -:voul:i



think that there vvas a madman loose in the world"(p.98) ..

The appearance of this strange character, this "madman"

strikes a responsive chord in the reader, who has been

prepared for the scissors man by the "madness" of the

Farry family. ~nother chord is struck in Fatricia, who

responds t·o Old 3randon (or 3ram as he was known to Denny)

by screaming "I hate him! I hate that old scissors-man,

I hate him"(p.99). Patricia's outburst is a result of the

final penetration of reality, her realization that her

brother Benny is dead. Her shrill cries are her instinctive

response to death, a response that causes her to "look

like a ferret, a wretched little animal insane with rage

or fear"(p.99). This image of an animal further emphasizes

the basic emotion which Patricia denied in favour of the

civilized response that she believed more appropriate,

more acceptable.

The final paragraph reflects the bleakness of the

situation, the reality which Fatricia will never escape:

There was this house, and the other wooden houses
that had never been painted, with their steep
patched roofs and their narrow, slanting porches, the
wood-smoke coming out of their chimneys and dim
children's faces pressed against their windows ....
'rhe snow came, fallircg slow ly, evenly, between the
highway and the houses and the pine trees, railing
big flakes at first and then in smaller and smaller
flakes that did not melt on the hard furrows, the
rock of the earth(p.99).

This paragraph is one of almost photograpnic represent-

atiuil 8Jld illm,trates i,.unro 's .gerceptiveness, her ability



to "arrest or suspend motion ... as in a still painting

description. ,,8 'rhe snow blankets the harsh reality of

tragic death and the pathetic feelings of the people

involved, momentarily disguising the truth that Patricia

had so long avoided in her own illusory world.

'rhe imagery in "A 'rime of Death" relies heavily

on the physical reality of the FarryJ~' living conditions.

?rom Alice Munro's description of the weather, homes and

characters'involved, the reader intuits a certain mood of

futility which is essential to the theme of false illusion

and self- deceptio~l. In" ,:soys and Girls", Alice l'f,unro again

relies 9n her a~ility to cre~te for the reader a picture

clearly etched in the mind's eye: a picture which recalls'

the spiritual differences between male and female which

cause an essential division between the sexes early in

life.

In "Boys and Girls", :.Iunro explores another attitude

prevalent in society, one that is realized early within

the family unit. The eleven year old girl-child in this

s-Gory oegins to experience those differences that her

parent:::; come to expect of her as a female. Again, ~;iunro

empnasizes psychological barriers by illustrating them

in terms of physical barriers: the father works with the

foxes in tneir pens, removed from tne house where the

mother COOKS and cleans. The mother rarely approa~hes

J~ , .
5ranaon :onrorl, "::unro's .,'on:J.2rland" , Canadian

Literature r LXXjII~ (Autumn 1973), 111.
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her husband's domain, and he does not participate in her

household duties. The daughter's sexual immaturity allQws

her the chance to work with her father, even though her

mother expects that as the only ltgirl lt she would want to

work with her. 'rhe child believes that, "work in the

house was endleps, dreary and peculiarly depressing;

work done out of doors, and in my father's service was

ritualistically important"(p.117). Up until the action of

the story, the young girl had been able to hide behind

her undeveloped sexual identity and do those things which

were most natural to her. Her brother Laird, with whom

she shares a bedroom is her friend and confidant; they

are afraid of the dark together and sing songs to one another.

They do not yet suffer the conflict between ltboys and

girls". Instead, the girl suffers an internal conflict:

The word girl had formerly seemed to me innocent
and unburdened, like the word child; now it ap
peared that it was no such thing. A girl wa~not,
as I supposed, simply what I was; it was what I had
to become(p.119).

The girl no longer trusts her mother who expects this

metamorphosi~ from child to girl as a matter of course, or

her grandmother who chastizes her for not acting like

a "girl".

,ihen Laird and his sister see the horse ;'lack

slaughtered, the girl is bothered by his death and reels

"s. little ashal:led, and there was a new wariness, a sense

of holding-oft', in my attitude to my father and his work"(p.124).

'rhis s~atement marks the slow change from child to girl-

child, an allowance that her father's world might not



be her world. The attempted slaughter of Flora becomes_

the girl's moment of recognition; she does not want Flora

to die, even though she knows her gesture to free her is

a futile one, she makes the final distinction between

"boys and girl?" and alienates herself irrecoverably from

the males in her family. Hallvard Dahlie suggests that:

Isolation here is accompanied by the impulse to
freedom by her act of setting the mare free: the
horse, however, suggests that freedom is only an
'11' 9l USlon ••••

This illusion of freedom is one that is fully realized

by the young girl, who must now face the consequences

of her act. But she herself has recognized the inevit-

ability of her choice, because ~he, too, has erected a

barrier, "I planned to put up some kind of barricade be-

tween my bed and Laird's, to keep my section separate

from his ...we did not sing at night any more"(p.126).

Laird has gone with his father·toslaughter ?lora because

he too has been made over into the image of his male

parent, while his sister is to be groomed in her mother's

likeness. .ihen the father discovers his daughter had set

l~lora free, he says, "with resignation, even good humour,

the words which absolved and aismissed me for good.

'~he's only a girl'. I didn't protest that, even in my

heart. ;.:aybe it was true" (p .127). The daughter can no

longer elude the onset of her womanhood, just as she can

not hope to elude the fact of ~10ra'3 death.



The themes in the stories discussed thus far

involve the lives of children or adolescents. In the next.,

story to be examined, "The Peace of Utrecht", Alice Munro

uses an adult narrator who recalls her past experience as

a child and adolescent. Bor this reason perhaps, the

themes and images are more complex and mature, reflecting

the perspective of Helen, who once felt, and still feels,

the pain of those memories.

"The Peace of Utrecht" is one of the central stories

in this collection which contains several of the themes

common in Alice i'iiunro f s fiction. lilunro has acknowledged

"The Pe9-ce of Utrecht" as he.t' "first really painful auto

biographical story,. ,,10 The story examines relationships

within the family as well as the alienation which can

result from a lack of communication between family mem-

bel's. Again, the characters are presented with a strongly

developed physical setting that enhances our sense of

Jubilee and Helen's rejection of the place of her youth.

Jubilee is described as being hot and uncomfortable;

a hellish atmosphere is built up that is oppressive and

di""turoing. 'l'here are images of sterility in tile "iesert" (p.194)

that lies betvJeen ,:~addy and Helen and the "unconsuIlUilated

rel.a-cioYlsl1ipII bet/leen .:"red Powell and .. ;addy. 'i.'his per-

vasiva ~ense at the stifling heat and the unpromising

fu~ure Juoilee offers its inhabitants contributes to

10 ,.:,_L. 'j _.',_ ltca-Li., ').



her past.

'rhe "Gothic j.:;other"(p.195) of "':iaddy's and Helen's

childhood is the grim shadow that Helen is reminded of as

soon as she enters her old home. The diseased mother

whose deteriorating condition made her "one of the town's

possessions and oddities"(p.194), is actually a painful

humiliation to her daughters, who suffered through her

illness yet only "dealt" with her, /ltook all emotion away

from our dealings with her, as you might take away meat

from a prisoner to weaken him, till he died"(p.199).

The images suggested by this simile are of imprisonment

and puntshment, a sense which is later anticipated when

Maddy places her mother in the hospital and withdraws her

love and comfort. The mother dies after attempting her

"escape", remembered by the aunts as a shameful episode

whose blame they charge to ~addy.

Their mother's disease served to separate the

girls from the rest of the town, who sympathized with

thekr plight but never fully understood their pain and

embarrassment. Their mother's disease further alienates

the sisters; ~~ddy is the first to recognize this when

she says, "nobody speaks the same language" (p. 209) .

Helen only fully realizes this after she has learned

aoou-c -che final details of her mother I s death. ."addy

and helen can no longer share the present because ~hey

shJ.re a common past that they both hopea to escape.

':__ ey c:an __ 10 longer :::ihare the common law;uaa:e of the 'Jast--



the words are too painful.

The aunts make sure "the haunts we have contracted

for are with us, not gone without" (p.209), and preserve

the dead mother's cloth~ng, just as they preserve the

memory of her last days and her attempted flight from the

hospital. The aunts are imbued with "a simple unprepos

sessing materialism •.. the rock of their lives"(p.206),

that only serves to alienate Maddy further and causes

Helen to feel more guilt. Everywhere, Helen encounters

aspects of her past that are painful to recall and cannot

be assimilated by her. Helen's discoveEy of her old essay

entitled "The Peace of Utrecht, 1713, brought an end of
"'

the \;{arof the Spanish Succession", suggests a parallel

to her own break with the past, an end to the internal

conflict that Helen has experienced since her return

to Jubilee.

This emotional conflict is one that is more deeply

felt oy :;:addy, who is haunted by her guilt and the con-

stant reminder of it in the person of her aunts. i;iladdyf s

internal scars are magnified and made manifest when she

drops the glass bowl at the close of the story. 'rhis

";JOwl becornes an image of ~,:addy' s life, shattered and scat-

tered because of her guilt and her inability to free

herself. 'rhe use of detail in "The ieace of Utrecht"

builds UD a concrete and somber story that is much like

the glass :Jowl, "hea.vJ and ela;)orate"(;.210), 3.:)0;,;/1 t::s.-c

:..3.dciy cannot sripti~IYcly, C3.11llOt save i.'ra:n et8structio;L.



Just as Helen and ~addyfs past is presented fragmentedl~,

the fragments of that past_lie on, the kitchenfloor, .' waiting

to be picked up and swept away.

It is the glass bowl that serves to focus the

theme of this s-tory, accentuating Maddy's self-destruction

because of her inability to escape the past. Her last

words echo her failure, ".aut why can't I, Helen? dhy

can't I?" (p, 210) Just as ~~Iaddy' s final cry of futility

lingers in-the reader's mind, likewise does the song of

the final, title story.of the collection which conCerns the

reluctance of a group of young mothers to attend the annual.

reci tal. held by an aging spil).ster and her ailing sister,

"Dance of the Happy Shades" is a song title which suggests

gaiety, yet at the same time the "shades" suggest dis-

embodied spirits, a combination of words both nappy and

offilnou3, Such is the tension found in this story, which

is at once optimistic and pessimistic abdut. the human

condition, offering an insight into different aspects of

charity and kindness,

Unce more it is the physical setting that proviies

c.Lues (;0 the characters of the motflers and .,tiss ."arsalles.

I.fiss :i:arsalles has lived in a series of houses that have

ranged from the dim elegance of a house in Josedale to

. her smaller, less ornate home on-:,ala ,)tre at. ,.;ls8 ,..ar-

salles' increa3in~ poverty is suggestea uy Ilsr nouses which

(lave J8creased Ll si;,.je and CharJ1, anu cause "the conventioilal
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may happen"(p.212). l'lunro indicates that the mothers GO

not really care about gentle iiliss r,:arsalles; they are

too concerned about what others might think of their pat-

ronage of an embarrassing old woman. This story is es-

sentially about' girls like the young girls in "'rhe Day of

the 3utterfly" who have grown up into young mothers and

become socially calculating women, Itwomen who have moved

to the suburbs and are plagued sometimes by a feeling

that they have fallen behind, that their instincts for

doing the right thing have become confused" (pp. 212.-213) .

Instead of a tin butterfly, i',liss lVlarsalles is

grudgingly given their presence at her recitals that have

become disastrous offerings of stale sandwiches and flat

punch. Li~e the giving of the tin butterfly, their presence

is offered without sincerity, grace or any feeling for the

pleasure they might bring to :,~iss I::arsalles. "/hen the

retarded children are brought in to play their own selections

on the piano, the narrator senses that "something has

happened, something unforeseen, perhaps something dis-

astrous .• . '" (p. 221). This" something lt is suggested by

Rae ;:,;cCarthy ,,;acdonald as being more than the appearance

of the retarded children:

... the reader understands that the retardation of
those children Nho are'llnot all there lt (p.221) has
been a symoolic externalization of the hidaen, out
ulti~ately graver, retardation ofthos~ smug socia~, . 11
surVlvors, the nervous mothers ana thelr normal chl~cren.

11, 8. C", 0 ~:'31d ,
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The climax of this story, the final blow to these "smug't

mothers occurs when Dolores Boyle plays something "fragile,

courtly and gay, that carries with it the freedom of great

unemotional happiness"(p.222), a song called "Dance of the

Happy Shades". ! The title reveals the ironies of this story;

the retarded children are from a school named Greenhills which

suggests the innocence and capacity for spiritual renewal that

they have found with Miss Marsalles and communicated to the

assembly through-their music. The song Dolores plays is a

happy dance of the II s hades", expressing the simple world of the

idiot children who can never fully understand that they are

different. Rae McCarthy 8ac~onald further suggests that:

, , ,1\Iiss J:viarsalles and the "idiot" children, though
strictly excluded from"the world.", are, nonetheless, happy
gnosts who know a measure of feeling and freed.oml~ost

to the nervous mothers in their social garrison.

The mothers try to pity 0iss %arsalles, but cannot because

of the inherent message in the song "Dance of the Happy Shades",

"the one communique from the other country where she lives" (p. 224) ,

It is in "Dance of the Happy Shades" that those

<Nho believe they represent normality and righteousness

are exposed as being limited participants in life, ~iss

;~rsalles has transcended any artificial boundary that

determines acceptability, Gh~ simply accepts everyone,

and in doing so becomes one of those "people who believe

in miracles and do not make much fuss when they encounter

one, .. fo her no gift is unexpected, no celebration will



come as a surprise" (p.22.3). i:"rom this story, the narrator

(and the reader) learn a valuable lesson about the narrow

confines of the world each individ~al has determined for,

himself when he negates the needs of others. "Dance of

the Happy Shades" is, therefore, another story about sel£'-

deception: the belief that an individual can negate the

gii'ts which experience and communication with others can

offer.

In-Alice Munro's first collection of short stories

there are many survivors of experiB_nce who.. remain isolated,

rejected and unfulfilled by any knowledge they might have

gained. _ "Dance of the Happy.Shades" is the one exception,

and ironically, the true survivors are the chilaren from

Greenhills, who will never feel alienation or rejection

as long as there is a ::Iiss Harsalles. Hallvard Dahlie

writes:

~rs. Munro's world is neither consistent nor readily
comprehensible; and as the reader struggles with
its many paradoxes, contradic~ions, and ambiguities,
he finds himself compelled to reassess characters and
their motives, and ultimately to realize that "normal"
characters in the conventional sense rarely exist
in this world. 1J

Those best equipped to survive in Alice ,ijunro's

world are the children from Greenhills and :,li~3s ;:,arsalles,

both of whom are unaffected by social pressures. It would

seem then, tnat ,;,unro I s stories are concerned Vii th the

-
~. .J

indiviiual's need to

1 --:;
- .I Jahlie, '";~

remove those social boundaries

I '- .



which might, and often do, inhibit their spiritual grow~h.

~or many of her characters, ~he desire to conform

to society defeats their will to be individualS, Even

within the family there is a need to define oneself in

terms other than daughter, brother, male or female. The

stories in Dance of the Happy Shades are concerned with

the individual's will to survive, a struggle with which

all of Alice Munro's readers can identify. This common

struggle is sympathetically presented by ~unro who accen

tuates her themes with images that contribute to the

reader's understanding of the tensions caused by social

pressur~ and the difficulties in understanding oneself.

39



CHAPTER II

LIVES OF GIRLS AND ,mIllEN

Lives of Girls and Jomen is spoken of as Alice

i-;Iunro's first novel, but is not considered by its critics

to exhibit any strict adherence to the novel form. Each of

the chapters in the novel is abTIost, without exception,

a short story in itself, and each deals with different as-

peets of the developing experience of Del Jordan. J.R.

struthers describes Lives of Girls and -:!omen as an, Hopen

form •.• an organized book of prose fiction made up of autonomous

units which take on extra resonance and significance when

com.bined with other related units,Hi The particular

"resonance and significance" that the reader discovers

in the novel is that of the developing personality of' an

artist, combined with the maturation and grovvth of a young

woman. Essentially, each chapter documents a particular

stage in Del Jordan's life and the moments of crisis and

realization that contribute to our final sense of Del as

an artist and a woman.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine Lives

of Girls and .fomen and the- various "units H within the novel

and to explore their individual significance. AS in Dance

of the H~?py Shades, tDere are certain prevalent themes

~hic~ serve to link each chapter to the next, as well as

to di.cect the reader to certain image patterns that de-

VB lop ',ii th L1 th:3 :lo'1el .:.. ts e 1:( •

1J •. co ,..:;-cru·cilerG, "_\.lice ,-,U"lro anCi tne ""-iaerican
.30uth", in John .;08S, ea., '111e Canadian lJovel ite re ami
L.ill.i.. ('.L'oronto: ~j,C. Fress, 197J), p.122.

1+0



One of the central themes in ;t.;ives of Girls aneL

.iomen concerns Dells growth from being a young girl to be-

coming a '~'loman, frOlil possessing an undeveloped personality

to gaining the personality of an artist. Because this

development is fan ongoing process in the novel, certain

images related to it deyelop and become more complex as

they reflect similar changes in Del herself. As a chiid,

Del's environment is the Flats Road which is characterized

by the images of a closed horizon. As Del's horizons

expand, so does the novel's imagery, which is no longer

lirilited to the narrow "vorld of the Flats Road but reflects

the ever-changing surfaces and textures of Jubilee society,

which urges the individual to conform, and so from first

being an expanding horizon contraets into a prison once

agaiY1,.,

Del II grovvs tI from child to'iVCL'lan she eagerly
..

consumes the information found in books, as well as' the

41
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kriovn-e-dge-she absorbs from day to day experience. .'ihen

Del is self-indulgent or self-pitying, her r;iOrla becomes

smaller and less significant because her actions detract

irora h?j~ ;Jctt;er qualities as a sensitive ,,;QE2.11 and creative

artis~. ~he imagery reflects this attitude ffild serves

to en.nance those negative qualities which dirninish the

in,-~ivictual, 'l'h8 incident wi tIL FIr. Chali1oerlai,;. is an

f::JG:unple 0:;:· con"Cractlng imagery '-dhici, ::-<linutely details the
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her romantic fantasies because of Mr. Chamberlaints 0eli~3h

perversity. As a \vriter, Dells world was negated and diminished

by her all-consuming love affair witn Garnet lrench ','micn

denied her identity as an intelligent woman and artist.

~';hen the affair! is over she "sees" clearly enough to appreciate

bobby 3herriff" s gracious ballerina-lil(e motion 'which revitalizes

Del and encourages her to embrace every aspect of life in future.

('l'luch of Dell s learning experience is gleaned from

her association with characters who are rejected by Jubilee

society. Uncle 3enny, Ida Jordan, I-iIiss Farris and Bobby Sher

riff." provide-,' images of the outcast and the frustrated

artist. The imagery which B~presBes these characters

suggests the necessity of coming to terms with oneself;

those who compromise (like Dells friend rlaomi) become

oblivious to social pressure while women like Ida Jordan

and Miss Farris are not immune to pain and fear; they cannot

survive happily in Jubilee. Uncle :benny and Bobby Sherriff

find some measure of happiness in the simple natural life

of the llats Hoad or the finally pure and uncomplicated action

of a pirouette before another person. The images expressing

Ida Jordan and ~iss ?arris are not as uncomplicated, however.

II Frincess Ida" seeks an i::;'eal much like. her chosen title

of "Princ (;8S"; like 'rennyson I s .princess from whom her name

is taken she seeks freedom trom men and education tor women.

Instead of iame, aaoration or happiness, Ida suffers ali8n-

a-cion and rej eC'Lion. ."iss ,2'arris cannot hope to create in

tne HarTO','! COj"~:" L':.8S of Jubilee a cOfJlt1unity s ens i tive to art



and she finally chooses death to escape her isolation.

The difference in the images which characterize

those who survive in society and those who are defeated by

it illustrate the ironic division between the "social

garrison,;2 and the inhabitants of the "other country", that

world of art that is presented in ":Jance of the Happy

Shades". Rae ,WcCarthy I;Iacdonald uses these terms when she

discuss es Lives of Girls and' ',{omen, saying that, " ••• each

chapter in Lives of Girls and Homen depicts a different

crisis in her [Del's] search for a liveable compromise
?

between 'the world' and 'the other countryl ."..} ;{hat Del, and

the reader, ultimately discover, is that the boundary between

these worldsbecomes harder to identify because of the tone

and subtle implication ~ images which indicate that both

worlds are flawed.

On the one hand, Uncle .3enny and Bonby 0herriff

are at peace with their lives and do not feel limited by

their chosen horizons. On the other hand, Ida Jordan and ~iss

Farris are socially repressed and suffer within the confines

of the outcast's world. It is .JeJ.. wno finally triumphs

because she hasth~R~rception t6 accept and affirm the world

in WIlicll S118 finds herself, and. tilis affirmation, more than

any other marks Del's maturation as a writer and a ~oman.

')

'-':'::;'ae ,,~cCarthy l.,acdonald, "..:\. ,.adman Loose in the
.forld", ~,:'odern ..:~ictio:n 3tudies, XXII tAu-cumn 1976), 122.

"

..Jc";,ae l..c~ar\;ny ,'lacdonal..l, ",j·cructure and .Jetai~ in
T iV8s of ·}irls and ,ornen if

, ,)tu:ii'2s in Canadian l..iterature,
12.I \ .::-~~::~iler 197.3), 1'99.



.i.,;UllrO develops the nove.}; in such a way that ~Glle

reader can fully appreciate the conplexity of a young

child cieveloping into a sensitive and perceptive woman

artist. 'rhe dual themes or' discovering one l s identity and

self-expression through art find a successful vehicle in

Lives oT Girls and:/omen. The story of the novel traces

the life of Del from childhood to yO'JIln.g womanhood and details

the physical and emotional ohanges that occur in her in this

span of time. Running parallel to this documentary of

"the lives of gtrls and women" is the artistic documentation

of Dells spiritual maturation, a process which is marked

by several significant incidents which develop into moments

of recognition and revelation. These epiphanic moments are

developed imagistically within the framework ~f each chapter

and enhance the reader's appreciation of Alice Munro's

portrai t of a vvoman and artist.

;rhe first ohapter, "The Flats Road", provides a

description of the world of Dells childhood. Here the

physical geography has suggestive imagistic im~91ications:

all tilings civilized and desireble come to an end where

the Flats ~oad begins. The Jordan family's isolation from

the civilized world emphasized by the fact that a mad-

woman, an iei-iot and an evil Dootlegger (married to a whore,

no less) all live side by Side on this road and are neighbours

to the ,}ordans. jesiQes this co llection of :30cial Oln-

cast:3, there is one other, Uncle Benny, a harmless

-.,

" .. ;-- ;



eccentric who is one of the first to contribute to Del'~

creative percep~ions, and who offers her an insight into

the tentative boundaries which exist in his world, and

inherently in her own.

The fla;t, solid reality of the 31ats Road dominates

this chapter and acts as a means of comparison with the

outside world of social reality. The first reference

to one of the central images in tne novel occurs in the

opening paragraphs which describe thedawanash River and

its surrounding swamps, a child-like Eden which Uncle

3enny claims as his own:

lIyO).l kids want to splash in the mud and scare off
the'fish you go~and do it someplace else, get_ off
of my river bank, II It was not his, ,,:ight here,
where he usually fished, it was ours. But we never
th6ught of that, To his way of thinking the river
and the bush .. ,more or less belonged to him,4

'l'he area around Plats Road is Uncle 3enny's sanctuary,

his own Eden that he leaves in dangerous pursuit of his

mail-order bride, ;:;adeline is tainted, she is an outcast

who has a disturbing personality as well as a child out

of wedlock, Yet, ~adeline does not belong on the ~lats

~oadwhich might, at first, appear to be a logical home

for her twisted theatricality and violent temper, ~adeline

does, however, prompt Del's first resnonses as an artist

4~i\lice:.unro, 1.,1ves of :::;'irL, and ./omen (:,;cGraw
Hill ~~yerson, 1971), pp,l-2.

ia~e references for SUbsequent quotations will
:):3 3u~Jpll.eQ ill oraC..-eeL;G,

'-i J



and observer of ~'real life":
/

rier violence seemed calculated, theatrical; you
wanted to stay to watch it, as if it were a show,
and yet there was no doubt, either, 'when she raised
the stove lifter over her head, ~hat she would crack
it down on my skull if she felt lik3 it--that is,
if she felt the scene dema~ded it(p.17).

Even as a young child, Del recognizes the truth beneath

i:iadeline.'
d

E"L.Qj,?>13,,r,re facade: she is simply "acting" a part,

a fact which Del, as an artistic child, recognizes.

Already, Del discerns ;'~adeline's "theatricality" and need

to create a "scene", suggesting to this creatively precoci-

'ous child that there i~ something to be discovered below

the "surfaCS:LQ£.~lif.e." as she knows it on the J:i'lats Road.____________----.-.,"0.- -~~-.- .- - - -~---

- In her own home, Del" is free to read the city

rtewspapers and keep up some connection with civilization

in the form of the Jubilee Herald-Advance or the 2aturday

~veni:;ls Post. U:;lcle 3enny's world lies beyond this, he

reads only from a newspaper full of fantastic headlines:

FATHER FEEDS TWIN DAUGHTERS TO HOGS
-NOIVIA~~ GIVES BIRTH TO HUMAN MONKEY
VIRGlrl RAPED ON CROSS BY CRAZED MONKS
SE~DS HUSBAND'S TORSO BY MAIL(p.5).

Del eagerly absorbs each wild tale, "bloated and giddy

with revelations of evil, of its versatility and grand

invention and horrific playfulness. 3ut the nearer I got

to our house the more this vision faded"(p.5). Del is

capable of distancing her3elf, weighing truths and oalan-

cing them, piercing the distorted layers and recognizing

reali-cy. :;hen .,:adeline leaves Uncle 3enny, he oorro'Ns

the Jordan's car to pursue her and is hopelessly lost



for two days, Uncle 3enny's description of his trip to.

Toronto details a hopeless journey full of wrong turns,

circlings and retracings, a journey which could be likened

to a labyrinth, an endless descent into hell, where it was

/+7

"just not poss j,ble to find anything, or go on looking~' (p·. 25) .

Uncle Benny's acceptance of his unnatural wife signals

the first indications that his Edenic life could be dis-

rupted, ~hen he physically leaves the Edenic environ~en~

that he has found at the ~awanash River and the Flats

Road, he suffers fear and defeat at the hands of "civil-

ization", Civilization seems to be the culprit: ~adeline,

a product of society succeeds in making Jenny's life mis-

erable and the roads to civilization only confound and

confuse him,

Clearly, Flats Road might be a place of madmen

and social rejects, but for outsiders like Uncle Benny

it is a haven against the encroachments of the civilized

world, Del perceives the two worlds that Uncle Jenny

unwittingly reveals:

~;o lying alongside our worle' was Uncle 3enny's
world like a troubling distorted refl~ction,the

same but ~l.ever at all the same. '" It was his tri-
umph, that he couldn't know about, to make us see(p,26).

Jnile =>el can "see" the boundaries that Uncle~elmy's

distorted world suggests, she can also see that this know-

led.ge iI:Jplicitly involves her and her own family,

3ut they Nere cOilnected, a:nd this connection was
plain as a fence, it Nas between us and Uncle
3enny, uS~lld the _"lats .-(oad, itt/auld stayoe-
>0'8 0 '0' tiC' "";1v,· a····y+'~ l' 'l IT (..... .,,.:; 'J .'II ..... _J.. .::J -.-.1.:. -'.. i.1.' 1..1 ... 1 • "---J U. t....,"v. I



The ?lats Roaa then, acts a3 an introduction to

the two different worlds Nhich exist side by side, and

~he possibility of choice between them which is offered

to individuals like Del. 3enny chooses the ~lats Road,

while Del has not yet made any choice since she is not

yet fully aware of the lmplications that her choice nlight

have. Her own mother regaras the /lats Road as "the

last place" (p. 7) she wanted to live, while her father 1I1ikea

the i"la -cs Road" and "everyoody [there} liked nim" (p. 8) •

Physically the Flats Road is part of "the other country",

but imagistically, it offers redemption on its own terms

because of its proximity to the natural landscape and the

ever-flowing Nawanash River.

In keeping with the novel's themes 01 the mat-

uration of the artist and the young woman, the chapters

which follow document changes in Dells life: the choices

and the alternatives which are only hers to decide and

discover. j::lunro presents an abundance of characters and

events that alter and determine .Jells essential person-

ali ty. 'Uncle 3enny had been an example of lithe other

country", an important figure in her memories of the

./lats ~·\Oaci. ..LX! "11ei1's of the .Living body", the alternate

world of social sanity is embodied in Uncle Craig and

=.leI's aunts. if one regarJ.i:3 uncle .cenny as a ;i1entor

or' sorts, an eccentric teacner of the inconsistency and

distortion 10Ull:1 III life, than Uncle Craig is likewise

a me:ritor, ;;nose -ceac[lill~S are rooted in the solid ri:<?.-i.i"y
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of history, politics, birth and death.

Uncle Craig's life is firmly entrenched in the

factual evidences of human existence, the "whole solid,

intricate structure of lives"(p.31), that he records so

faithfully in his registers and his history of Jawanash

County. uel's interest lies so:.:new:nereoetween these t-.-w

interpretations of li:3. She is not entirely a part of

either world: neither wholly able to discard the unreality

of Uncle 3enny's headlines nor the cold factuality of

Uncle Craig's manuscripts.

Even as Del chooses the direction which her own

artistic endeavours will tak~ ("somebody who believed that

the only duty of' a writer is to produce a masterpiece" [p ..6~

she is initiated into the real world of lif~ and death

and forced to attend the funeral of her Uncle Craig.

Del rejects Uncle Craig's death since she is unable to accent

its peculiar reality which she cannot understand. She

attempts to comprehend death at an imaginative and artistic

level as she tests out the meanin::?; of the words "heart

attack", trying to imagine Uncle Craig's death theatrically,

like some scene removed from her own sphere of reality.

As al','/ays , it is the final layer of truth that penetrates

Del's sensibility; she tries frantically to avoid viewing

Uncle Craig's corpse, and When thwarted by I~ary Agnes,

::>he is forced to act. As S.ae "";cCarthy ""acdonald says:



)U

To Jel, this act signifies the first of the choices 
she must make between the garrison world and "the
other country". ~)he believes that by hiting her
cousin she has placed herself forever beyond the pale
of family approval and will, therefore, be a free
renegade from whom order and normalcy are no longer
expected. 5

Del's action, however, only places her in the shadow world

of "... a borderline case. 3ut they would not put me out-

side. ,,0. I would be the Dighly strung, erratic, badly

brought up member OT the family, which is a different

thing altogether" (p. 57) .

Del has unwittingly become a candidate for the

country of her choice; she can be an outsider, or a grudging

participant in the social ga.r:.rison which Uncle Craig and

the aunts so firmly inhabit. ~el recognizes that even as

her aunts reign in their own domestic sphere, perfecting

their household and social adeptness, they too, practice

their own brand of decention when confronted by Jel's

mother's naive.'outrageousness.

,is mother went along straight lines, Aunt21speth
and Auntie Grace wove in and out around her, retreating
and disappearing and coming back, slippery and soft
voiced and indestructible. She pushed them out of her
~ay as if they were cobwebs; I knew better than that(p.J7).

0nce agai~, Oel has seen two sides of reality; her aunts

are at once gay, swe8t creatures, and vindictive, sly

',yomen, eager to take offense. '.ehis revelation is "faintly

chilll.c.:.; ... o. warning"(p.3?) to Del who realizes tha't even

below the surface of those she believes close to her, there

J;:<ae ."c:)ar'tllY ..,acdonalci, ",jtructure ana .Jetail
in Lives of Girls 2nd "lom~'1", -'tulie;::.; hi. 03.l1ad.i3.il "! i t
erature, iii l~ummer 1~7ji; 2J~.



can lie otherJ dissimilar natures.

Like Del, Alice I~unro herself speaks of this a~ility

to capture the reality which most often eludes the writer.

In an interview with Alice ;':lunro, John :Vietcalf asked:

It seems that in all your writing you glory in the
surfaces and textures .•. do you feel surfaces not
to be surfaces'?
and Alice -Munro replied:
Ies. les. 1 know exactly what you mean.r feel

everything ..• Yes. I don't know how to answer your
question without sounding pompous or pseudomystical
..• It's very easy to sound this way when you feel
about the way things look and the tones in people's
voices •. and .. it's probably .•. there~s this kind of
magic .. you know ... about everything.~

This intensity is like the intensity which uel experiences

in her t:xploration. of the dea,d cow with her cousin, Mary

Agnes. Del assumes that l,~ary Agnes is predictable since

:,~ary Agnes is retarded and slow in her act ions and ner-

ceptions. Del pokes and prods the dead cow, hoping "to

make sense of it"(p.45), yet at the same time unable to

touch it, reach out and explore the reality of its death.

Instead, Del makes the cow something other than it

appears by imagining its markings as maps of the world.

~his game is much like the one she later plays when she

imagi~es Uncle Craig's body as the dot at the end of a

puzzle or maze when she is unwilling to approach his

coffin. -.It is :.jary Agnes who plunges Jel in-co the worlet

of reality when she as~o~ishes her by placing her hand

,

J John,.etcalf I ".Ii. Conversatio:l lith Alice .:unro",
.!our~ial of:::8.na:han _~'ic-cion, I C~'all l';;72j, 56.

Sl



over the cow's eye:

It often seemed then that nobody else knew what
really went on, or what a person was, but me. For
instance people said "poor ,';jary Agnes" or implied
it, by a drop in pitch, a subdued protective tone
of voice, as if she had no secrets, no place of her
own, and that was not true(p.45).

~';:ary Agne.s""has.,'impv.e.8sed-D.elwith the uniqueness of a.... _~-_.--_.-,.".~ ..".-..,.",

nature which, had been previously hidden from her. Del

is, like Alice iiflunro, sensitive to the "secrets" which

each person harbours below the "surface" of the self they

present to others. It is Del who emerges triumphant in

the chapter "Heirs of the Living Body", Through her

familial experiences she discovers a new depth in Mary

Agnes, who she had previously rejected as an inhabitant

of the other country of social misfits. Inside the social

garrison, she discovers the faults inherent in her aunts

and learns that their worla is shaped by a deceit that seems

to govern everything and everyone. ~el practices deceit,

almost in retaliation, when she later allows Uncle Oraigla

manuscripts to be destroyed, and then feels "remorse,that

orutal, unblemished satisfaction" (p. 62) . ,lith the dead

cow incident, Del becomes hei~ tD a knowledge that is later

valuable to the artist who desires to capture reality

oy exploring beyond tne obvious exteriors of people and

events. As a young girl approaching adulthood, Del is

made aware of a world shaped by deceit that the aunts

(and ~el herself) are occasionally guilty of inhabiting .

.. hen Del oi tes :;iary Agnes, she does not isolate herself

)2



from either world, but remains a prisoner ot each, an

exceptional child . At the age of tcNelve ::Jel is in limoo,

an heir to the experience of death but not yet able to

discern her own direction in life.

In the .following chapter, "?rincess Ida", Alice

~unro presents a close study of Del's mother, Ada ~orrison,

who believes that she knows the direction Del's life should,

and 'Hill, take. Once again, this chapter dramatizes a

dual recognition, a conjunction between developing artist

and developing woman. Those things that Del discovers

about her mother frequently reveal truths about herself,

because. "Princess Ida", as Rae McCarthy l'llacdonald says,

is the "adult version of.Jel' s uroblem ,,7 Ada ~i:orrison.c •

relates to he~ daughter the difficulties she had in her

youth in her struggle to educate herself and escape from

her depressing and restricting family life. Ada unwitt-

ingly continues this cycle with her own daughter. ,'ihere

iI.da's mother embarrassed her with her religious fanaticism,

Ala her3elf embarrasses .uel with her determined agnosticism.

Ada was aeprived of an education, so she forces learning

0~1 Jel, encoura..slng her to "sho'l.,l off" her encyclopedic

JmoNlecige, while scorning the aunts' disapproval 01' "ore-

tens ions" and Jubilee I s fear of icnowleage. ".IIlO else haa

a motiler llke that '?" (p • '19) as i\:s :)81 jesl::;airingly, emoarrass ed

by the very qualities she herself secretly harbours. ner

7 ac ·Q· 0 "al';_ .......t J. ~ \..t. , 203.



mother's thirst for knowledge and the high-blown, grandiose

descriptions of nature that she contributes to the town

paper are like Del's own aspirations, as she herself ad-

mits. "I myself was not so different from my motner, ·out

concealed I it, knowing what dangers there were" (p ,;30) ,

'rhe "dangers" lie in the re J ection and is alation

that Ada Jordan eventually suffers, Socially, she is

rejected by Jubilee's inner circle of socialites, the

Great 300ks discussion group, and the townspeople who wonder

at her letters to the newspaper and the fact that she

goes "out on the road". Adars isolation is expressed in

physical images: Ada no longer lives on the Flats Road,

but "rents~' a space in town, never really belonging in

Jubilee, she is forced to wander the countryside in hopes

of selling encyclopedias to farmers. ~he is physically

po ....ver

separated from her husband and son, a situation later

experienced with Del, who gradually loses respect for

''Princess Ida" as her mother loses any sense of dignity,

"her way of not knowing wnen people ',vere laughing, of

thin~\:ing she could get away with this" (p. 79) .

.,evertheless, Del wants "to reoudia te her, •. at

the :iame tb18 I ·danted to shield her" (p.S)), Ada Jordan

is ;)al's mother, and Del acknowledges this fact, a·ware of

wha"t.:;.conwen "allace calls, "-ehe pO'Ner, !the primacy aI' the

1I1Otner t;na-c exis-es ·.vithin each or' u:::;. IIjAda Jordan!.3

8.: '.
.rO:l.·.·ier1 Tq ll3.c3-, (; ,iO~i'1e:l' s' :~i\T:=~3 : ...--\.lice '~I:~U:Ll""Ofl,

111 JJ.vid nelvuig, e.G., ).'h~_hu;;;a~1 ..::lelHerns ('.i'oron-co: uberon
?r~kJci,~.jjj),~,.~.~,



lies in her ability to act, her u~aoashed attempts to better

herself and hopefully, others. Her efforts are eccentric

and em0arrassing because she is such an active participant

in life. These efforts are bait for Auntie Grace and

Aunt .2:lspeth, aDd objects of scorn to the town, which

passively observes her attempts to impart knowledge.

rrhis knowledge was regarded as an "oddity" by most, "it

stuck out like warts"(p.65).

Del is not like the majority of townspeople in

Jubilee, nor is she about to make the same mistakes as

her mother. Del is an active observer, later an artist

who dif:t:erentiates between be.ing and seeing. her mother

is not capable of such detachment, as revealed when her

broth8r 3ill'mmes to visit, full of glowing tales of

childhood and their saintly ~other. Jel realizes that

individual perceptions of the past(or present) can differ

radically, that as a frustrated artist, her mother has

fallen victim.to a.lack.of detachment and is overcome by her

past emotions. Del attempts to reconcile her mother's

portrait of Uncle 3ill as a child to the "indigestible

fact"(p.37) of the man himself:

This Uncle 3ill was my mother's brother, the terrible
.fat DaY, 30 gifted in cruelty, so cunnLl0;, quick,
fiendish, so much to be feared. I kep~ looking at
him, trying to pull that boy out of the yellowish
l;1an. jut I could not find him there (p. 37) .

Del reco~~nizes the discrepancies between her mo-cher's

and uncle t s Lltery.:retations 01' --che. pa-s--c and this'.remov8s anot:her

jarrier that ~he artist must overcome. Her artistic perception
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is paralleled to Ada's sudden, bitter revelation that she too

might have become a mother to be hatea by her daughter.

~hen Del asks her what she will do with the money 3ill will

leave her, Ada replies ironically, " I could always send

away for a box ·of bibles", recalling her own mother's W:3e of

a similar inheritance. !emale pain has been carried

through three generations, and now, Del is sensitive en-

ough, mature enough a.s a woman to recognize, II something

like the downflash of a wing or knife, a sense of hurt so

strong, but quick and isolated, vanishing" (p.39). Del

will also carry this sense of hurt, the isolation of being

the child of a mother like Aqa Jordan.

The final paragraph of the "Princess Ida" section

rec8.11s thei'imvanash River wh ich benignly offers its

fish and its sanctuary to Uncle 3enny, but in Jubilee,

"overflows its banks and carried away road signs ll (p.90).

This re-appearance of the river affirms Ada Jordan's self-

induced isolation; when she lived on the ?lats Road she

rejected the landscape and the people vehemently. Like

the ,iawanash ~iver, she is unwelcome in Juoilee, and when

its waters recede, she too recedes to that nether world

she now inhabits, selling encyclopedias to regions beyond

the Flats Road, beyond Jubilee.

,men ;:)81 grows into her "Age of Faith", it is

for two reasons: to irritate her motner and to attempt

cre~tively to understanu religion. Jel is bothered jy



ti1e fact that she "had never had a picture of God so

clear and uncomplicated as my picture 01' the burglars"(p.92).

Ironically, it was Ada Joraan who believed in burglars

and furtively hid the key to the. house' on the Flats Road each

time she left i};, quite sure that the Jordan household and

their valuables ',vere "steadfastly reflected in burglar

mind6"(p.92). Ada, however, does not believe in God, dees

not believe that He too might know all, declaring that

"God was made by {:lan" (p .105), forgetting that she' hersBlf

created the burglars in her vivid imagination.

Del is dissatisfied by the fact that she has

never seen evidence of a burglar, yet all around her In

Jubilee lie the concrete symbols of Godfs existence: the

Catholic, 3aptist, United and Anglican churches. She hopes

for some vision, " ... praying--GocJ..God. Qod. Then I would

imagine for a few precarious seconds a dense bright cloud

descending on Jubilee, wrapping itself around my skull"(p.l0S).

Del desires a highly visual expression of Godls existence,

imagining some grand scene which will include her as the

central participant.

Jel attends church hoping to discover the secre~

OeI1LlU rellgioIl, lloplllg peolJle Hill HOLice her as -ene

aevoUL c~nilci. of ·the agnos'clc, }I.da Jordan, ";S01l1etimes .1

thougi"l"G aI' the population or' Jubilee as nothLlg but a large

audience, for me; and so in a way it was; for every person

who livea there, the rest of the town.vas c.ll audience Ii (b~ .:6) .



.Jells use of the word "audience" draws attention to her-

artistic aspirations which are essentially selfish and
'_ ~. • ._~ n __ ._ •. _

self-centered. It is her participation in the "performance"

of religion that matters to Del. If she cannot be stim-

ulated by religion she will ultimately reject it. Del's

initial responses to religion are artistic; she desires

concrete proof of Goa's existerlce equal to the religious

symbols which she apprehends. Del is attracted to the

Anglican church purely for aesthetic reasons: she admires

the bell, "the theatrical in religion"(p.98), the dignity

of rituals "which; in other circumstances might have been

wholly!?-rtificial"(p.93 ) •

.'lhen Del takes these rituals and moves them to "other

circumstances", specifically, the room where she takes

Household Sciences, the ritual of praying does indeed

become artificial and lifeless. Even though her prayer

is answered, Del is dissatisfied, becoming, "more niggardly,

ungrateful . .•. It was almost as if He were showing off.

I wanted Him to move in a more mysterious way"(p.l0J).

~el's response to God and religion is sensual and artistic,

deter8ined by the images el18 has imagined after participating

in the symoolic ritual. .ihen no image appears, when there

is no mysterious revelation, she rejects her religious

searchin.g during the GOOd .r'riday sermon in the Anglican

Church:

The sermon was having a bad effec~ on me; it made me
oewildered ana argu[{lentative. It even made :ne feel,
though I could not admit it, a aistaste for Christ
li. .......u.3eL..L, J~~~LALJ ...... Gl) tL.2 .jCJ..'JT ~-J.l~ ,...iZ;.L·.~ ... E;(; ~i8~ ..3 Her'e
being continually poin~ed out(p.l0~).



On the aay Christ rises from the dead} in answer to all

doubts and fears, :Jel significantly discovers that there

really is no answer in religion, not for her.

Unfortunately, Jel has chosen her brother Owen

as a sounding board for her own religious experimentation,

but failed to inform him of her own disappointments.

Del must face her own brother's pain as he tries praying

for I'iiajor, observing that, Hseeing somebody have faith,

closerup, is no easier than seeing someone chop a finger

off" (p .114). Del's statement graphically illustrates i'ilunro' s

techniQue of providing visual imagery to support the in-

tensity of Del's experience with religion. Rae McCarthy

Macdonald notes that, "this comparison is typical of the

use of physical deformity and injury to suggest psycho-

,- 
J/

1 . 1 . 't 1 .. ,,9oglca or splrl ua malmlng. 'rhe pain both Del and her

brother Owen feel is likened to the pain and repulsion

funro imagines one would experience after seeing a finger

chopped off; an experience which the reader can imagine

and cODseQuently recognize the inmortance of this moment

ill .Jel's life.

Jel's Dursuit of religion marks yet anoth~r 8ta~e

Ll her emotional development and accentuates her desire

to understand those aspects of life considered ordinary

ani normal by ,Jubilee society. ill her ex!)lOratlo~18, -.Jel

has o.iscovered t:;he dark under3ide to those appearances

!/hich are acc2ota,Jle to Jubile'~, di,c;coverea that _lOthi1L;



is as simple, or 3traigntforward as ~he had aeen lea tu

believe. Up until this point in the novel, 8el has exper-

ienced an understanding of the arbitrariness of society,

the alternate natures of family and friends and the effect

of the past on:the present. Del's consciousness has ex-

pande.:i outward, testing all premises, savouring the kno'/I-

ledge ','1hich she has fa thorned. That religion does not offer

any clue to the mysteries of her life, does not aid her in

her search for personal freedom, signals a change in Dells

attitudes and desires. These chan~es are examined in the

following chapter, aptly titled "Changes and Ceremonies".

The ceremony reflerre.d to in the title is the central

unifying image of this section, the operetta which is held

annually at Delfs school.( Del is given a part in the op-
'"

eretta and becomes \fvi tness 'to ,:;iss larris I s devotion to

her art and the excitement which the operetta generates

among its participants. The operetta frees the students

from the routine of their daily lives, offers a new world

where "the manufacture of what was not true ':.( p .130) dominates

the practical world of learning. The operetta then, exists

2,::'; a ,~tlea trical image Ll the chapter jut also as a very

real, and viaole aspect of ~el's development as an articit.

o~~eretta

toUelts discovery_of this'fabricated, world t~e

, l"· ': , . '- . J\.t)\
oflers . is ner Llterest in Dooks, in the lurary

'.vhere" "walls of printed pa~~s, evid8"'lce of so many created

"florLis--,v8.co a com::;:'ort" (; .11S) . ~he created ~vorlj3 of

lit2rature ~nacheatre aach o~~er a~l outlet ~o Jel'a own



creative impulses, which are essentially alien to the

residents of Jubilee. In Jubilee:

•. . reading was something li~e chewing gum, a habit
to be abandoned when the seriousness and satisfactions
of adult life took over, It persisted mostly in un
married ladies, would have been shameful in a man(p.117).

Del's tendencies mark her as an outsider and she, more

than anyone is aware of this, having seen her own mother,

suffers because of intellectual aspirations. Jhen Del

lures Jaomi in to the library with promises of showing

her a lurid passage in a book, Del feels "a slight sadness,

handing this over. I was always betraying someone or

somebody; it seemed the only way to get along"(p.117) •
..c-__._

Part of lfp"ettTil.'; along" in Jubile.e necessitates concealment'::> 0

of the innermost self, making concessions to become accepted.

One of these concessions is Del's acquisition of her friend

lIaomi, even though, "it interfered with freedom and made

me deceitful in some ways"(p.119)'. That Del had a friend

proved that she was not an outsider, was indeed a mem)er

of the social garrison, privy to its rites and rituals.

rhese rituals are the "changes" noted in the chapter's

title: the changes from child td adolescent, from the

private individual to a potential member of society.

"ao;i1i and Del each des ire to belong, to be admired and

:Jel admit::> their friendship "extended and gave resonance"

to life" (p .119). 'rogether, .,aomi and Jel observe and comment

upon the implicit nierarchy of high .:;chool life, their own

sexuality ane! thal; of others. All these things revolve
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around and are focused by, the operetta, the manufactured

world of the theatre which heightens and excites Del's

appreciation of the real world.

Jhen the operetta is over the feeling of excitement

and anticipation ends and things begin to fall into perspect-

ive. ~aomi and Del are no longer consumed with their love

for their "1<'a tal Attrac.tions", Dale i'ilclaughlin and .[<'rank

dales, the daily routine of schoolwork is resumed, the

object which had hung from a light in their classroom

proves to be a sock rather than the French safe it was

believed to be. The romantic, fairy-tale world of the

Pied Piper operetta had perm~ated the everyday routine of
~0~;";;:·,

the school children but now the romance was gone: th~;~~6n-

cre~e reality of books, boys and socks overcomes any nOGion

of love interests or sexual encounters. Del notes that,

"it seemed to be a time for dispelling illusions"(p.137). She

is comfortable during this transition from illusion to

reality because she has her own alternative world of liter-

ature to turn to, while I\';iss Parris, the organizer of the

oDeretta seems to be left with nothing.

Munro's portait of ~iss larris suggests the world

of ~he artist who has yet to establish a happy medium

between the illusory world and reality. Miss ?arris seems

to want to perpetuate lllusion; she lives in a house which

Jel aescrio.es as a "playhouse" and the Jubilee resldents

declare that lt "doesn't loo;'~ real"(p.12.5J. i •.iss c."'arris



skates on the .lawanash ':Ziver in a co stume of her own

design, wears outlandish clothes whien she makes herself,

dyes her he.ir and 'wears bright make-up, indulging herself

in theatricality. j"iiss 1"arris is one of Ju bilee I s oddities,

a woman whose eccentricities mark her as an outsider.

'rhe operetta is her passion, and when it is over she "did.

nothing special, only taught Grade Three, and played

r The Turkish :.;arch I on the piano every morning" (p. 119) •

~iss ~arris's suicide pushed her beyond the realm of ac-

ceptabilitYi she had been a resident of Jubilee and was

an outsider from ,its regular world, but now she had

chosen a world beyond that. miss Farris1s life(and death)

serve as an example, an ominous warning to Del. Just

as "Frincess Ida" taught Del the limits of social accept-

ab11ity, NJiss 1"arris'i:) §l.d.icide taught Del -ehe limitsQ:f

the artistic individual who does not belong to the garrison,

whose creativity offers the choice 01' isolation or self~

6'7,
, oJ

destruction.
J .~-

.,'~

~-~ - ,.,

Always the observer, always collecting images and

inmressions in her mind, Del sums up the ",i3s ..:<'arris who,,~~

Jubilee ~·me'·;/:

Mis::; .:;"a1'1'ls in ne1' velvet skating costume, her Jaunty
fur i1at bO:..ioing alnong the skaters, always inar:,dng her
ou~, Miss ~arris con brio, ~iss ~arris painting races
in the Council Chamber,8iss ~arris floating face
dONn J unprotest ing, in the ilawanash ,<.iveT, sir;: Gays
oe.:t:'ore she 'Nas found. 'Though there is no plausi'81e
way of hanging those pictures ~Goge""Gher--ii the las'c
one is true then must it not alter the others? ---eney
are goLis to Lave to stay ~oge~~ner :nuw\;Jo-1j)).

To tne re3iden~3 of ~~0i~ee the visual ~~pression af Miss



.?arris in "costume" and ahmys involved in theatrical

presentation, suggests a certatn type of person. 10r

Del, the final image of I'Hss Farris I s death by drClvming

presents an image beyond the realm of theair.re and illusion

which is very real and would seem to negate all the other

images ot her. Del has sensed that there is so~ething

missing from this portrait, that particular clue to Miss

.2"arris IS nature that would prompt her act of suicide. As

yet, Del has not been more than an ·observe-roI.... the Do'ssible
. -'-

hidden natures she had uncovered in Uncle Benny, Mary
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Agnes and her mother. With Kiss Farris, Del desires more,

she wants "the pictures to ha,ng together'J, she wants to

be able to c:reate that missing information for herself.

This desire marks the turning point in the novel: it is

Del's departure from childhood and the recognition of

her creative impulses.

'1'he "changes and ceremonies" 'Nhich herald adol-

escence more or less involve Del's initiation into the

social world of Jubilee, and the tenuous beginnings of

adulthood and rnaturi ty . 'rhe following chapters, "J.,ives

of JirL:; and. ,{omen" and" ::aptizing", trace Jel' s gro',ving_

sexual 2wareness and, along with her growth as a woman,

the reader recognizes her as an emerging artist. 1:.:1

.:;ex an] fiolence in the Canadian i,;ovel, John ,.jOSS specul3.""Ges

Ghat Ll :.iV2i.:i o::.:'}ir 13 ani i01J12n -chera are the "3.SSUl1lptiO~lS

':'J~,. d ,'" 'h 1 .• •jonn .''iOSS, :'e~,: '1.,1 IlO.Le.llCe L1 ""G '; JanaUla~l "ove.L
\ Tor\.)il"CO: c!~12l1:3.. {1ci ~.~1..~~ :.te -,ar.... -c, 1 >i'/": ) t ~), '-: 4.
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ILl II ~ives of Girls and .!cmen ll and "~;aptizi{lg", i)el experiences

two kinds or' sexuality: the perverse and degrading as ,lell as

the ecstatic and joyful.

Nhen Del enters adolescence, she and jaomi become

absor8ed in a common curiousity about sex and IIheld almost

daily discussions on the subject" (p.144). De 1 seeks in sex

the same personal truths that she sought in religion, desiring

through sex a validation of her own existence. Jaomi ana Del

read all the sex manuals and study their pictures, but never

experience, only imagine, the sexual act itself. Dells

imagination is that much more vivid and per~istent than daomils

because she enjoys the sensual aspects of sex and her

preoccupation with it is much more intense than her friend's .

.lhen 2iaomi' s father reads the girls a lesson from the Bible

concerning virginity, Del observes that l~aomi is not reacting

in the way, "with which she always recognized this sUbject ...

disgus-ced by the very thing that was my secret ple2.sure--

poetic flow of words, archaic expressions~(p.153). 0el 1 s

awareness of her own consuming interest in sex reaches

-ehe same plateau of Hltensi ty as her religious experience.

Jel expected to see Jod, yet she expects her first sexual

experience to be an act of depravity •

.then _x .::;harnber lain begins bestmv ins hiG rough

a ttentions on )el, she is thrilled because, " ... thL:; was

what L expected sexual communication to be--a flash of

insaility, a dreamlike , ruthless, COiltemptuousjreakthrou gh

1:1 a./or1:1 ol jecent appearanc as" (P. 15:1 ) . Jel oelieves



that her acceptance of kr. Chamberlain's gropings plunges

ner iTGO another, more exciting world ;Jeyonci "decent ac

pearance". She is now a participant in that darker side

OI' life that so fascinated her in others: "I had looked

In the mirror of the girls' washroom and smiled secretly

a"t my ruddy face, to think wha"t le'vVQness .1.. nad oeen invitea

to, what deceits I was capable of"(p.161).

dhen Del believes she will experience her first

real sexual a~akening with ~r. Chamberlain it is oddly

the surrounding lancrscauB that dominates the incident.

{.Ir. Chamberlain drives her out of town, outside the wOL~ld

of "decent appearances ", stirflUlating Del into observing

that, ". .• the countryside I knew was altered by his pres

ence, his voice, overpowering foreknowledge of the errand

we were going on together . ..• 1 saw that the whole of

nature became debased, ITaddenirgl:yerotic" (p.165) • Del

observes the smallest details of the countryside, each

description touching and meeting her own inner emotions.

:.T. Chamberlain does not des ire a shared experi ence with

0el and she becomes an observer ijf his "performance"(p.167).

Munro's use of the word "performance" emphasizes the theat

rical i~ages which are so much a part of her portrait of

~el as an artist. This theatrical metauhor also recalls

Jel's ooservance of .. jadeline's "show"(p.l?) which at once

fascL'la"ted and repulsed her. ..jaw, Del is more mature,

al.;;;Oi::i-C c.i3Lanced:Jy Mr. Chamoerlain'.s "performance", as if

66



he were on stage and she was his audience.

All Del's previous fantasies of exposing hersel:

to ~r. Chamberlain had been deliciously decadent, yet this

final confrontation is unenticing and perverse. Del's

reactions, howeyer, ".. . are not the expected ones. The

experience is not traumatic. She is the detached observer,

perhaps already the artist, storing the details away."ll

Del does not share this experience with anyone, because

it belongs to a "different layer of reality" (p.16S) than

the reality of her mother or even of ~aomi. Perhaps Del

felt that if she told anyone of her experience it would

no longer be hers alone, and would be rendered ordinary

by the telling, just another "scene" from life.

0el is not ready to relate her own experiences,

but she is ever eager to learn about others, through

literature. Del is sometimes dissatisfied with novels

which avoid detailing the sexual act because "booKs always

compared it to something else, never told about it by

itself"(p.172). Del essentially desires literature to

mirror the truths she believes self-evident in real life.

0e l' s dissatisfaction with literary interpreta-r;ions 01'

reality anticipates her later desire to wri -ce a nov'el alld

-co attempt to capture aspects of liie for 11er8el£. Jells

mother encourages her daughter' s artis"~ic a"t"temp-cs and

11,., " ., ". .!-' ~," d .i!,lrlam :aCKer, Llves O.L 'Jlrl~:3 all .,omen:"-\.
Creative ,.iea.cch :;:'01' Cornple cion" ,J...I~ " 'JLd • ,Ut};:), c;u. ,i.'n8 '

':;anaaian ,'iovel nd'e and .·jO'N (Iloronto: i.e i-ress, 197.5 j, p .1;,..v.
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warns against the pi~falls of being a woman:

1here is a ch~~e comil~ I think in the lives of
gir~s and women. fes. jut it is up to us to make it
come. All women have had up ti~l now has been their
cOllnection with men ...•Don't be distracted. Once
you make that mistake, of being--distracted, over
a man J your life will never be your own. You will
get the burden,. a woman always does(p.173).

Del's mother inhabits that other "layer of reality" tha"t

rejects physical aoandonment in favour of developing one's

intellect. Del has already chosen to indulge her own

sexual impulses without sacrificing her creative impulses.

ghe has determined that she will be a different kind of

wOHlan and does not agree that, "being female made you

damageable, that a certain amount of carefulness and

solemn fuss and self-protection were called for . .. "{p,173).

Del neither rejects her sexuality nor her own potential,

she will "take on all kinds of experience"(p.174) as a

woman and an artist.

She discovers that many of the rituals connected

with wo~nanhood are awkward and unnatural to her. Naomi

makes her transition from high school to the working world,

leaving behind all those "things which Del finds comfortable and

reassuring. ;;She feels an outsider from the ,type of' life

which Naomi and the female population of Jubilee advocate.

Del does not fUdS over her appearance or use her feminine

Niles, and .1::3 consequently at a loss at the Gay-la dance

,'/hile danciIl~ 'Nitn Clive:

... all :L COULJ. thli1l~ OJ:' to JO 'Nas se-c SOille luBa ai.'

L;hL, person he 'chought He was dane ing with ana cretend
to 02 ner'--::>0;:l8oo:iy small, ;3nappy, iJri.:::ht, flirt::nious.
jUL; everything I dia ... see~ed to be too late(p.135).
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Del cannot playa part; she is unwilling to enter the

'""orld which ;,;adeline, kiss .:.<'arris, !i;r. Chamberlain, and

even !-laomi, pernetuate.

Dells drunkeness and her feeling of illness the

following day relate to her rejection of the social ritual

to which she is not yet immune. Del rebels against Jubilee's

social mentality, physically and spiritually repelled by

the womanls place in society. Del asks:

What was a norma~ life? It was the life of the girls
in the creamery office ... that complicated feminine
order; then turning it over, it was the life of the
Gay-la Dance Hall, driving drunk at night •.• one side
of that life could not exist without the o~her...
There was no other way. And I was not going to be able
to do it. No.(p.191).

This particular decision marks yet another turning point

in Dells development. By choosing her own instinctive

desires as opposed to those appearances society desires,

.Jel has determined, for herself, a position outside the norm

and beyond the social garrison.

3ignificantly, Del loses her only friend, ;,Iaomi,

Who was firmly entrencned in the feminine. order. Del is left

behina, alienated from ~aomils particular world. Jecause

~el believes that she has failed to become a woman in the

same mol~ as Naomi or the girls from the creamery, she

immerses herself in her sc~olwork, preparing for her final

exa:llination.::;. .jhe has not yet GuccessI'ully consummated

any rela'(;ionship; the incidents wi ttl Mr. Chamberlain, Clive

and .Terry- 2torey males her I'eel alienated from sex and her

"::ee a :'01' 10-[ e iiac. SO;:12 u::lderground lL-ce a canny toothac:lE!~.o.2.J 5) .



'rhe phys ical pain of a "canny toothache" bee omes an imag.e

for the spiritual pain and emptiness Del feels without

anyone to love. Just as a toothache is taken care of by

anesthetizing the area, so Del's emotions become numb and

unresponsive.

Del's reawaKening occurs at a Revivalis~ ~eeting,

and while the preacher is roaring about hell-fire and

damnation, she too concentrates herself into a "'Hhite

prayer lt (p.208), hoping that Garnet French will come across

the room and touch her. The strongest images in this section

~','Bg12.!~Z;ingll ar~ those of fire and water. Del's intense

"white prayer" suggests a whi.te heat, which is stimulated

when Garnet touches, her t It like fire, just as they say" (p . 208 ) .

Parallel to Del's extreme emotions lies the Revivalist's

sermon, which concerns:

This bridge~ frail and swaying, hung over a bottom
less canyon and ~Gile canyon "vas filled.,yith fire.
It was the River of Fire, the River of ?ire down
below, in which were drowning, but never drowned,
all that yelping, shrieking, blaspheming, tor
tured horde he now enumerated . .• (p.203).

It is Jel who is now walking on this bridge, feeling the

delicious heat from the River of·Fire which is essentially

her own lust, her desire for the flesh. Just as the Reviv-

alist ':3u;:s~est~') that the bridge is tied to the oanks of

Faradise on the other side, Del is leaving the sexless

world of Scholastics and entering a new world of sexual

fulfillment. Gn another level, ~his image of the bridge

also suggests the t~o worlds which ~el ~ust d9cide between



:;1
in oruer to reach maturity: either the world of the Boctal

garrison and its expectations of a woman, or ~he worla

of the outsider, the artist.

Del experiences the fleshly delight of the River

of Fire with Gaynet during their "sessions by the river"(p.215),

Their eventual consummation introduces Del to another par-

adisal world, that of her first orgasm, an experience "almost

too private, even lonely a thing, to find at the heart of

love" (p, 226 ~. But there is something missing hetwe"en Del

and Garnet, something which is suggested in the alternate

image of the bridge, Even though Del is consumed by her

passion for Garnet, she is still a sensitive intellectual

who is longing to hear the right words i'romGarnet, which

"~voulo. comple"te their union, .Jut Del admits, "Nothing tna t

could be said by us would bring us t~~~ther;words were

our enemies"(p,21?), Words are .Jells joy and without them

sne is reduced, The real world becomes secondary to the time

she spends with Garnet:" .. "the world I saw with Garnet was

something not far r'rom 'v\lhat I thought animals must see, the

world 'I"vi thou"t names" (p, 218), Del is suspended in a worl:.1

or' unreality, concerneu only with physical gratification,

never liue::n:;iollldg her l'uture.

Jel is invited to be l~aomi r so:cio.esIDaiQ at ner

,veaciing ana uuring ner vis it wi th ;laomi sne is introducea

to the oleaker side of l~1arriage: the pregnancy that nec-

~c;i:lOwer;3, uoi1ies and emoroio.ered pillowcaoes, Nao:ni is
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gloomy abat her impending marriage and never F.lentions

that she might love her future husband. Del's visit with

~aomi is followed by Garnet's own proposal of marriage and

his attempts to baptize her. The river which has flowed

through most or Del's significant experiences, on the

i"lats Road, with ;'.'iary Agnes and the dead cow and 1;';iss

Farris's suicide, suddenly becomes the focus for her own

self-revelation. Del struggles against Garnet's attempts

to push her under the water and she thinks: "I felt amazement,

not that I was fighting with Garnet but that anybody could

have made such a mistake, to think he had real power over

me" (p, 2)4) , .Jel had felt safe in the world she had created

for Garnet and herself, but when this world was shattered

by the reality of Garnet's expectations of her, there was

no longer any sense of balance, no perspective was left for

her. "For Del, marriage with Garnet ?rench would not in-

vol~e baptism into a new life, but rather the

" 1'" t' 1" ~ ,,12drownIng of ner own rea, lmaglna l~e lte,

death by

Del could

not cross the bridge and become the wife and mother ~aomi

was destined to be; she CO') Id no longer negate the side of

herself she had kept hidden from Garnet.

After 0el leaves Garnet, she rediscovers that

perspective on life which had been obliterated by her affair

with him.

12

,ihen she was with Garnet the outside world did

J • ~\. ,-::t.cu thsrs, "l~cal.ity and urd.er LiS : ~l'he

Growt11 of the :",rtist in l.ives of ~-;'irls and domen",
;,33ay;j 0:1 Ca"lauian,ritinu:, iIi C·'all 11'(5),44.



not exist, but now Del sees:

Trees, houses, fences, streets, came back to me,
in their. own sober ana. familiar shapes. Uncon
nected to the life of love, uncolored by lO'Ve,
the world resumes its own, its natural and callous

\ i~aportance (P. 2J6) .

Once again Del is attuned to the landscape: while a scholar
t

her world was deadened by the images of books, facts and

report cards. As a young woman in love she was stimulated

only by her lover--the outside world had. no ~meaning. Hovv she

could perceive the reality of her own existence, aware of

the fact that life goes on: "cities existed; telephone

operators were wanted; the future could be furnished without

love or scholarships • ••. 1 supposed I would get started

on my real life"(p.2J8). After this statement, Del repeats

Garnet .::<'rench' s name three times followed by the words

"~eal Life". In these last v·lords in this chapter, the

imaginary lover's world and the world of reality are jux-

taposed, just as they were in the events of the chapter

itself. :aut Del has chosen "real life", made the decision

to move on with her future, rejecting woman's conventional

role in society in order to become an artist.

The epilogue to Lives of Gi~ls and Jomen is en-

titled "ol'he rho"tographer", suggesting that the whole 01'

T;i18 novel has been "a photographer's O'Nn documentary" 13

oi' the growth of ,lel as an artist an,j 3. Nom?cn . Del is

13J. ~-;. ..~truthers, "Alice ",lmro ani 'Ehe American
,>outh", in J OILl ":088, ea., The ,~anadian .. ovel J1'C)re and
_.0"/1 (';:oro;lt 0: _. ,.:;. 1'ress, 19'1')), .p. 12 it.



unlike other WOill.en in Jubilee, but is a woman no less, her

drive and determination rocused on her own creation:

If.:\. time carrie when all the ·~)ooks in the library in the Town

Hall were not enough for me, I had to have my own, I saw

that the only thing to do with my life was to write a

novel"(p,240), Del chooses the Sherriff family as a mo~el

for the characters in her story, and cr'2ates f1irhe Fhoto-

grapher" to complete the cast of characters, The photo-

grapher is a strange, almost mystical figure whose pictures

are disturbing portents of the future:

People saw that in his pictures they had aged twenty
or thirty years. Middle-aged people saw in their
own features the terribl~, growing, inescapable like-
nes~ of their dead parents; young fresh girls aDd men
showed what gaunt or dulled or stupid faces' they would have
when they '>vere fifty, Brides looked pregnant, children
adenoidal(p,243) ,

Just as the photographer's creations are unreal and

grotesque, so is the novel that Del is trying to write.

Like her imagined photographer, Del "changed Jubilee, too,

or picked out some features of it and ignored others"(p,243).

The novel Del imagines is replete vvi th mental illness,

suicide, madmen and twisted sexuality, an expre3sion of

her cOcttinuin,:?:: a1'1'ini ty to "the other country" beyond tne

social garrison, Del is an artist in the same mold as

the photographer, but as with her incomplete vision of the

pnotographer, she is not able to satisfactor~ly complete

her novel. Jel realizes this fact when 20bby Sherriff

invi tes l1er to ilave cake and lemonade, '~he structur2 0';:'



her novel loses all credibility when she is face to face

wi th 30bby ~)herriff. 0he had believed she could determine

the boundaries between people like 30bby Sherriff and those

rooted firmly in reality, but the physical presence of

30bby 3herriff,' the fact he is not abnormal or crazy

suggests some fault in Dells novel.

After spending time with 30bby Sherriff, she realizes

that it is daily life, presented truly and well, that deter-

mines the quality of the novels she will write. Del decides

that she will make lists of all the everyday things in Jubilee

but admits~

... no list could hold wh0 t I wanted, for what I wanted
was- every last thing, every layer of speech and thuught,
stroke of light on bark or walls, every smell, pothole,
pain, crack, delusion, held still and held together-
radiant, everlasting(p.249).

30tby 3herriff does offer something lI radiant and ev.erlasting ll

to Jel, IIhe rose on his toes like a dancer, like a plump

ballerina ••. and it seemed also to have a concise meaning,

a styliz8d meaning--to be a letter, or a whole word, in an

alphabet I did not IGl.oW"(ltP. 2)+9-250). 'rhis new language is

o~e Del must learn to master as an artist who wants Ilevery

last th ins" . As John :':loss says:

Having discovered that fiction fades in confron
tation with reality when it is not true to the facts,
that authenticity is the key at least to her own
vision of truth, Dells story comes to an end.l~

lL~
Moss, p.50.



The final word spoken by Jel in Liv~s of Girls and .,ODen

is "yes", an affir;;lation of De l' s acceptance of her role as

t. e artist ~ho recor"s real life, the novelist who sees

clearly, and recognizes the dignity of daily life.

Daily life is the su~ject matter of ives 01 3irls

ana .fomen, anci pernaps explains ~'lunro I s early aesire to use
~ '"'

~eal iifeL~ ~~_the original title of the novel. ~unro had- --
admi tted that J~ives of Girls and .iomen is "solidlv auto-- --- .....

b ' '" 1,,16, t".J.- t 'I ' , "d .lograpfllca In emo lon OUv 110 necessarl y lYl lnCl enl,';,

suggesting that this novel operates not only as Del's

vision of herself as a maturing women, but also as ~illnro's

vision of the recording persQnality. Together they form

the comoosite portrait of an artist.

15 .~ rl' .:.:. .... ~ l' 'c :on_,_=:::' -...J va. .l. ~U' J ,

3ritish Columbia I.ibrary

1::..
v' 1 I r. 1 ;:"' ,-' 3::iel,';Co. J..~, p.) .

".~:..lic'2 1.~lt[L::-'O 'i'al~~s liti1 ..!arl
QU8.rterly, ,~L~V (July lS?l),

...)~3.i113v)rlt f

30.



CHAPTER III

SOlifili'i'HING I'VE B2EN l'iIEANIi~G fro 'rELL YOU

Alice IVlunro' s second collection of short stories

indicates a departure from some of the themes and images

apparent in Dance of the Happy 0hades(196B) and Lives of

Girls and Jomen(1971). The settings are no longer always

firmly rooted in Wawanash County, instead, they include

Uorth Africa, the west coast of Canada and the ottawa Valley.

Along with this change of setting, Munro creates characters

who are often complex and more worldly-wise than the children

and struggling adolescents who populate the greater portion

of her earlier works. In Something Ifve Been Meaning To

Tell You(1974)t there is an exploration of sexual relation

ships in marriage and middle age, and the many deceptions

that these relationships reveal. In some of the stories,

l,;unro examines the deception of self as well as others I

the personal guilt felt over acts of deceit, the essen~ial

iniividualism of each character and the lack of communication

oe""G',veen generations. In one instance, the short s\;ory

becomes a showcase for authorial technique and emphasizes

the role 0:( tne artL:;'\~ 'J.G the creator oi'. :fictio n.

1he first five stories to be examined in this chapter

share a common struc""Gure in ·that each centers UDon ~he

relationshin between men and women. rho title story,
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omnisciently but the story's centre of consciousness is

~tt the spinster sister of the beautiful Char. The buried

resentment felt by Et is suggested imagistically to the

reader and consequently creates a tension between truth

arid illusion. Et embodies both aspects of truth and

illus ion: she is at once determinedly realistic and honest,

yet at the same time perpetuates illusions in her lie to
.'

Char about Blaikie's marriage and her lack of honesty with

Arthur when she witholds the information concerning Char's

death. These contrasts in Et's character are supported

by the imagery which surrounds her.

Et is the plain and brutally frank member of her

family,- lithe one to tell you- if you had "been at the black

board with a hole in your stocking or a ripped hern. 1I1

3he is a particularly precocious child who becomes a woman

"Nilose sharp perceptions of people and events distinguish

:~;";~ n, < a 'I.', - 'w'Yl t']..' ,,-'- ur e If (-.J 1 3·: (\ ".. -- a.u t..u __ .At.. 1'- VI' it is a photograph tha~ sup-

nlies the first image in this ~ory, a pic~ure of Et, Char

and their brother :;andy, taken in such a way tha-t they

a.-:::-oear to :)8 sta:Clding on a marble terrace rather l:h3.n 2~'::'

ordinary floor. Ths deception which photographs ar8 ca~-

a',:;::"e uf "creating bothers Et, Il VIho didn r t liKe mysteries

or extremes" C9. '1), and doesn't like the fact that Char

a'C"oears to be beautiful in this picture. t,'ver eager to

ascertain the tru ~h, .c;t takes a look at Char as she gl'i:Jly

1';'1ic e :'UYu:,o, 'jomethin'?: rt-r·2 )'3'2D ~·:88.:ning ']10"1-:> -; .

C,ew Yor]c: 1.cGraw-iii11 t{yerson, 1974), o.?
l:age rei'erencGs lor subsequent quo-:-ca~ions

.wi~l ba su~pliad in ~racxets.

".,,-'." ~...



starches their i'ather I s shirts and discovers, If in some

entirely not welcome way, that the qualities of legend

were real, that they surfaced where and when you least

expected ll (p.6). Char becomes the unknown quantity in the

story, the unpredictable Iflegendll who surfaces in real

life, thwarting Et's dogmatism and practicality, just

as the camera eye can reveal or deceive at will.

Char's beauty places her on a level unattainable

by Et, and later, 'by her husband Arthur. Both Et and

Arthur exist in the inconsequential world of small pleasures

and daily routine, clinging to what they believe is reality.

Arthur is a history teacher,.concerned mostly with facts

and dates, while Et works with her hands, a seamstress

concerned with measurements, material and solid creation.

There is a difference between Et and Arthur however:

He knew nothing. He did not know why things happened,
why people could not behave sensibly. he was too
good . ••. Et differed from Arthur in knowing that some
thing went on, even' if she could not understal1..dwhYi she
differed from him in knowing there were those you
could not trust(p.13).

~rthur is a romantic whose perceptions are dulled by his

3.1l-CG~1:31Lnin6 love for his wife. j~t neither loves, nor

is loved--rornance belongs to another reality which Et cannot

~ully under3tarld.

Jt does not trust Char because she cannot fathom her

beauty, her inner emotions. Cha~ is not a part of ~t's

or ).. r-'chur's war Id--they simply 3e1'v'e her. Char is com-

fortable in any ~orld; she has the leading roles in plays
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playing the "brittle exquisit~ young society woman"(p.15),

or a statue that men fall in love with, while maintaini~g

the position of the most beautiful woman in ~ockHill.

Her lover, Blaikie Noble, also belongs to this special world,

more handsome and exciting that the other males in town,

"Blailde i~oble behaved like a man imitating a bOYI he

mocked himself but was graceful like an actor'(p.9). Munro' s

use of theatrical images here serves to enhance the central

theme of deception. The theater relies on certain decep

tions to prBsent another reality to the audience using

a stage, actors, costumes and makeup. Munro's imagistic

references suggest that the theatrical image can be used

on another level in the "real-life ll drama!. of "30mething

If ve Been r;leaning to '-rell You II • Blaikie and Char f s stage

is =,;ock Hill, the ir audience and critic, Et.

When Et witnesses their lovemaking in the grass,

she realizes that she now has some secret knowledge of her

sister, she "was left knowing morel she was left knowing

what Char looked like when she lost her powers, abdic

ated"(p.l1). The "powers" Char (and 31ait:ie) possess

lie in their physical presence, both white-haired and

finely made, "the same kind of animal--tall, light, pow

erful with a dangerous luxuriance"(p.14). lieither.2t nor

Artnur possess this beauty, they are commonplace people

who do not participate in the ma.gic of love, the despair of

an at"tcmp'Ged suicide or the Qaring of lJ.arrying several

tL18S.

~o



,lhile Blaikie, Char, Arthur and -st are playing .

word games one night, the Holy Grail is mentioned and la'cer,

Arthur ch.ooses ;:;ir Galahad to 'oe his character in "',iho

131

A c· ...i"m .L. • .2t remarlcs that he should have us ed his ll.amesake,

then adds, ";'Ie 'all know the end of that story" (p.4) . This

reference to the Arthurian legenas foreshadows the "down-

fall il of Artnur1s marriage as ironically predicted by -st.

Arthur is, of course, the pitiful survivor 01' his wife's

affair with "Sir 1ancelot'.t.- Blaikie Noble--hut is not

aware of the circumstances surrounding Char's death.

Just as the Arthurian legend is ironically twisted, the

traged~ of Romeo and Juliet ~s likewise applicable to the

situation. Etts implicit deception, 31aikie Noble1s

late appearance and Char's death by poisoning recall the

Shakespearean tragedy and clears the stage for ~t to secure

Arthur1s dependence and his favour.

The poison which Char keeps in her cupboard indic-

ates her dissatisfaction with her marriage and reaffirms

it's contradictory attitudes. ~t is fascinated by the

implications 01' the poison, Hlike something you read about,

Agatha Ghristie"(p.13). Et is stimulated by the drama the

poison suggests, yet does Dot confront Char with her dis-

covery and later, does Dot reveal the poison1s absence to

Arthur. :i.3 a central image in the story, -ehe pou,on

operates on many levels. 'l'here is t.16 S low poison which

has infectec.l ~t 8ver ;;inoe she Qi.:ocovered that Char \vas



has poisoned her marriage to Arthur because of her infid

elity and consequE?ntly Et poisons that affair with a lie.

Et does not seem to feel remorse for her part in

Char's death, perhaps because she cannot recognize her

own emotions and therefore cannot feel any guilt, The

older Et is not much different from the child who turned

cartwheels on the front lawn after her brother1s death,

burying any emotion, resolutely going on with life, The

"somethingll Et is meaning to tell Arthur involves much more

than she is willing to reveal about herself. Et is now

the superior player, the unknown quantity in the drama

she has precipitated. l~OW, Et belongs to the legendary

ranks, possessing knowledge which no one else can gain

or l..mc~erstand, finally the conqueror, content wit:1 Arthur

and "if they had been married, people would have said they

','.;ere very happy II (p. 23) .

Et's apparent happiness will never free her from

the fact of her deception; she will always be burdened by

the hidden l(nowledge she could not let Arthur "die without

tmowing".cp,23). The physical fact of Char's death destroys

all of 2t's illusions and deceptions; she must face Arthur

with these facts or live with her own guilt, There is

a tenuous balance between illusion(as s~lggested by the

'cheatrical images) and the reality 01' ~11a.L,1;3 (lca:t;ll,

_';1e Z inal reality i'or ~t, is that she has po is oned her own

~ife because of the knowledge of her deception Which she

:Just lEi 2 ";vi -eh forever, in "':h2 .;-o8.11ish i,a.ely", Munro



also uses death as the instrument which undermines il

lusion and focuses the character(as well as the reader)

on the essential reality of the situation.

The narrator of "'l'he Spanish Lady" is struggling

vvith the knowle,dge that her husband and her best friend

are having an affair. The dichotomy of her attitude is

revealed in the two opening letters which depict an un

derstanding, supportive woman and a hurt, vengeful 'wife.

During her train ride back to the cOlast to confront Hugh and

~argaret, the narrator is absorbed in her own anguish,

almost fascinated by the deception which her husband and

her friend are capable of practising. The narrator is

not a stranger to deception; she too has had her own af

fairs: "I have lied as well as I have been lied to"(p.133).

The train ride back home encourages the narrator

to travel through her own past, remembering her marriage

and her friendship. 0he finds some solace in the Rosi~

crucian's belief in reincarnation, the opportunity for a

"fresh start"(p.189), which might offer her some reprieve

from her own pain. The Rosicrucian alGo fl~tters her

a~tractj~eness, and tells her she was once a ~panish

2.c.dy p ,,101Jentarily entertaining her and diverting her

a\;tention from tlle problem whicn 80 .consumes her.

'1:'118 narr2.tor' 3 abi30rption in, her nrobl.ern is

e~;rp!msized iJy the closed and cOiHaineli atmospnere of 1121"



reality. Just as the train reaches its eventual destination,

the narrator reaches her own conclusion about marriage:

"'fhere are layers on layers in this marriage, mistakes

in timing, wrongs on wrongs, nobody could get to the bot-

tom of it" (p.189). The narrator's recognition of this

fact acknowledges that there can be no blame attached to

one person or any single instance; nothing is that clearly

'or vvell-de,f ined.

The narrator's final revelation occurs when she

witnesses the death of an old man in the train station.

The train has been a place of refuge, while the station

offers a shifting, ever-chang~ng vision of reality. The

death of the old man focuses this reality, defines the final

limits of man's existence. We can see here how Alice wunro

dramatizes her central themes through the use of significant

and suggestive imagesof the train and the station. The

narrator's existence has centered on her flight and her

return to the place where she had been deceived--all her

life exneriences mean nothing in the light of the deception

by l-iugh and ':',':argaret. 'rhe old man's cry at his death

reminds her of the complexity of life and moves her to an

emotional awareness of her own insignificance:

3y that cry Hugh, and Margaret, and the 'Rosicrucian,
and I, everybody alivo, is l:ushed back .,:hat we
say and feel no longer rings true, it is slightly
beside the' point. As if we were all wound up a long
time ago a~l.d were spinning out 0:'::' control, \vhirring,
r,lat;:ing nois2:.o, but at a touch could stop, and see eacll
other for the -'.'i::..'::.>"'(; tLn2, har~nless and- still .. :Chis :is
a message; I really believe it is; but I don't see
how I can delivdr ~t(pp. 1)J-1)1).
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The 3panish Lady who was easily flattered, sure of he1'- .

self and her own female powers realizes that she has nothing

to offer in the face of death. The possibilities of

reincarnation, revenge or self-renewal are trivial concerns

when compared to the "message ll she feels she must deliver

after the old man's cry of death reaffirms her own existence.

The final cry by the old man focuses everything for the

Spanish Lady, and for the reader as well. The "message II

the Spanish Lady has come to learn is a message the reader

has been prepared for by the use of the train and station'

to ~ramatize the journey towards self-realization.

In "The Spanish Lady It., the narra,tor's dichotomy

of attitude regarding her husband's affair is later reflected

and amplified in her changing attitude towards the inherent

dichotomy between life and death. A similar dichotomy is

examined in ll~";aterialll, which does not explore the finite

boundary of death but rather the infinite possibilities

of creation. "Mat,~rial" is a sharp and witty satire against

'the intellectual community', specifically the male prof

essors and writers who attract the type of women who

"aosorb the contempt of the men on the platform as if'

they cl.GS erved it II (p. 225). ;1'he na.erator is above all this

adoration, having been once married to a man named Hugo

dr:O inspires such reactions in hlS I'emale audience.

3ecause -cnis story deals .~ i th a writer':::; "1na'~erial"

icu~arly aware of MU~~O'cl own tachn~que, tne artis"Gic
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knowledge she injects into the story. There are two

marriages central to the story: that of the narrator and

hUgO, as well as the narrator's second marriage to Gabriel.

The narrator's marriage to Hugo gives us a close view of

life with an artist and an insight into the wayan artist

uses reality to create fiction. It is the narrator who

offers a different perspective on the same reality and ill

ustrates the way in which she has used the same lima terial"

in her own life.

The narrator's memories of Dotty are presented in

conjunction with the events which contributed to the

failure of her first marriage, to Hugo. The narrator is

not a II writer ll , but she is a sensitive, percep-cive woman

who does eventually narrate the story. She is a roman~ic

who cannot unciersta:ad why her present husband GaDl'ial

has forgotten the langueage of his childhood, while she

has retained all her memories of her past, the common

II language " she and hugo once shared. Her relationship

with Hugo was described as lIincompatiblell by a marriage

counsellor, but thell' incompatibility lay in the roles each

determined for one another, the incompldte visions of eaCD

other tnat negated personal growth.

After the:ir divorce, hugo becomes successful ana

-t;ne narrator f inG3 happiness with a dew nus ban;}. Wlilile

r'2adillg the dust jacket 0.1' !lugo ' 8 latest book, the narra-cor

~entally strips her ex-nus band of his literary pretenses

'_i.";' ~-'i.3 :':iiage ':Ihlcil "-'.-8 not O:ll.y I':lA2JUr; our; O.i' date" (~_-.. jlj.



rier condemnation of Hugo's deceptions recalls her own desire

to t'aoricate an imaginary lii'e with her H)i1ysterious"

husband Gabriel, whom she would like to believe "an

ambassador from bad times as well as distant countries"(p.25).

Gabriel is much like his namesake--a messenger of sorts

wno is really not an "ambassador from bad times" but a

man \itllho wishes the best for his wife and whose love and support

helps her to understand herself.

The narrator oompares her marriage to Gabriel with

her marriage to Hugo, admitting that she was critical of

Hugo early in their marriage:

I did not believe in him. I had not understood how
it v~uld be necessary to believe in him. He did not
have the authority I thought a writer should have.
He was too nervous, too touchy with everybody, too
much of a showoff(p.35).

The narrator is frustrated when she saves up bits of in-

formation about Dotty that Hugo might use, telling him-

"he ought to pay more attention to Dotty if he wanted to be

a writer"(p.32). The narrator had her own image of what

a 'Nriter should be, an image of "calm, sad people, knov'iing

too liluch" (p.35). hugo does not fit this mold, nor does

her husoand Gabriel, who is "commonplace, perhaps;' an

engineer who will "never write a poem" (P. 27 ) •

'fhe irony of this story is the fact that the

narrator is also commonplace, and she herself does not suit

her own vision or a writer, even though she is attempting

to -aecome one through the crea-cion oS: the story, ";·.3.terlal"

~3 a story whlcn functions on several levels. ~t 1S
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Munro's creation of a story, about a vwman telling a story

about how another writer creates a story. 3eneath these

layers of images and references to writing l:ies the art

itself, this story f1lVlaterialfl as well as Hugo's story about

Dotty, which o~fers the narrator her final revelation:

"'rhere is Dotty lifted out of life and held in light,

suspended in a marvelous clear jelly that Hugo had spent

all his life learning how to make"(p.43). This ability

is one which fuunro is familiar with, a technique recog-

nizable in all her fiction, captured by her own presentation

of the characters in this story.

After the narrator h~s recognized Hugo's talent

she is no longer sarcastic or self-assured. She recog-

nizes ~hat all acts of creation are to be applauded and

admired. ~he finally decides that Gabriel:

.•. and Hugo are not mally so unalike. Both of them
h3.'le decided what to cio about everything ttley run
across in this world, what attitude to take,how to
ignore or use things. In their limited and pre
carious ways they both have authority(p.44).

\...,hen the narrator tries to write to rtugo, she realizes

that she does l'lot possess this authority and cannot compose

2. letter to hLI1, cannot use hugo I 3 lf1edium successfully.

'i\lis ~~nowledge ;ila~~eS her unhappy, II I envy and despise II ~p .+4) ,

she says, not yet ready to recognize the significance of her

G.i3co-.fery ',-'nich'iill ultiraately lead her to a l'1"e8h con·-

csution of her o~n, and others', individual worth.



the emerging sexuality of a group of cnildren, The story

involves a simple emotional situation set once again near'

thedawanash .River. 'I'his story is reminiscent of 1I30ys

and Girls" in Dance of the Happy Shades in that it explores

the sexless boundaries of childhood and the confusing

emotions that emerge with the awareness of sexual differences.

The setting of the story recalls liThe Flats .aoad'i chapter

in Lives of Gi rlsand ,lomen , the natural environment

untroubled by civilization that comforted both Uncle Benny

and Del when she was a child.

The sense of an unfallen Eden is enforced in

IIrrhe :F0llnd Boat H by the verna,I setting and the fema le

protagonist's name, :2,'va. Together Eva, Carol, and tre

three young boys work in harmony, sharing a common desire

to make their "found boat" float down the ilawanash River.

The boat becomes an image of cooperation that is found

by the children, a spirit that transcends the ordinary

divisions between boys and girls. The found boat is at

the center of the children's lives for part of a summer and

is also the central image which prompts the themes of

cooperation and maturation. 'rhe boat is actually a vessel

for i.,unro I s creative ability and serves to unite the char

acters and tl18mes in her story. f[,he accord between the

children relies on certain sacrifices andsl givin~ and

taking freely. It is~va and Carol WilO ofl'er the first

gift wh en t.\--ley give up th e boat to the ('Joys and do not

t211 OD "chem, feelin;,; as though they ,;er:: "re linquishin-:;



something, but not discontented ll (p,129),

This sharing of work and pleasure was presumably

typical of life in ~den, encouraging a mutually satisfying

atmosphere that eventua],.ly makes Eva feel a sense of priv

ilege . "then and later"(p.131), dhen the boat is com-

pleted, the children take turns riding in it or running

alongside it:

And the thing about being in a boat was that it was
not solidly bobbing, like a log, but was cupped in
the water, so that riding in it was not like being
on something in the water, but like being in the
water itself(p.132),

The boat protects the children from the water and gives

them a sense of security, a f.eeling that they belong to

this natural environment. The landscape sUddenly begins

to change, llthe water had got shallower, and the land

flatter"(p,lJJ), signalling a change in events, a movement

away from Eden and a change in the children themselves.

The children leave the boat behind and enter an

abandoned station which contains evidence of depravity and

destruction, the ruins of civilization, This train station

is reminiscent of' the one found in liThe ;;3panish Lady"

which also represented a cnange in the protagonist's life.

In this case, the children's journey through life is im-

aSls"tically suggested by theD" trip down the river, 'fhe

"train s"tation oecorJes an image of the harsher, gr:l.l;Uner

side o~ liid %lich inevitably pene~rates the simple joys

of 8hildhood. 1he broKen glass and the graffiti on the

90
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wall remind tne cnildren or the reality they had escapea

during the idyllic days spent working on the boat. They

are stimulated by their surroundings, prompted to a game

of \I;rruth or Dare" that ends with all of them taking their

clothes off. r.Phey race out of the station, free of its

tainted atmosphere:

They felt that something was happening to them diff
erent from anything that had hanpened before, and it
had to do with the boat, the water, the sunliglj.t,
the dark ruined station, and each other. They thought
of each other now hardly as names or people, but as
echoing shrieks ••• (p.135).

They are still children, unashamed of their bodies

and Droud of their boldness. Yet, when Clayton squirts

water at Eva's breasts, he is no longer acknowledging their

imlOcence as children, but is "loud and self-conscious"(p.136),

aware of his own, and Eva I s inherent sexuality. fl'he -bo u...nd-

aries between boys and girls, men and women, have been

reconstructed and forbode their loss or irulocence and

expulsion from ~den. As if to emphasize this 10S8 of

irinoc8flce, Eva is ready to lie aD:) ut the whole inciden""{;,

a.eclariYlg that she never cared anyway, "it was never our

lhis special world of the child and the multitude

of emotions that precede maturity IilarJ< "'rne iound boat"

as a story u:nlike any other story in this collection.

1he simplicity of presentation equals the simplicity of

the child's world, ana consequen""Gly tne story ends when this

.;orij changes. '.:-;llere lS anotner theme in tnis volume
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'.i11ich is not as prevalent in Dance of the Happy .3hades

or Lives of Girls and domen, a concern to examine the dis-

tance between the world such as that in "The .Found Boat"

and the more complex world of maturity.

This distance is one that contributes to the

differences in attitude and opinion that arise in the

story "r;~arrakesh". A generation gap lies between Dorothy,

a seventyish widow and grandmother of Jeanette, an idealistic

thirty-year-old. Dorothy is confused by the stages she

has witnessed in Jeanette and her present image: "Dorothy

had seen pictures in magazines of this new type of adult

who appeared to have discarded adulthood. Jeanette was the

first one she had seen close up and in the flesh" (p .160) •

Jeanette wears childish clothes, does not bother with a

h2.ir3tyle and maintains the bo~y of a ten-year-old,

suggesting to Dorothy that she is not unhappy but a per-

petual "adolescent" (p .162) •

Dorothy does not quite understand her granddaughter

or her 'lifestyle' but she is less disapproving, more

open-minded than hEr sister, Violet. The differences

bet~een Dorothy and Jeanette are focused by the trees which

once lined Dorothy's street. They have been removed

because of Jutch JIm disease and Dorothy feels compelled

to explain this to Jeanette Nno declares, "'11he whole

country is a junkyar~ ... technology and progress are destroying

.;":"';:0 .-, U;:>".L" l" -;-'Y u· ",," .1' l" ~'.,," ,..,.-. 1"1)Lr..:. .. "-.; \..1 "-"'" v . .L ..J... '.... \ l!' v • Jorothy's view is not as

ez-.:;re:ne, her opirllons tempered by age and experienc8, ani



the knowledge that the past cannot be recaptured. Dorothy

cannot forget that she once protested the replacement of

a wood fence by barbed wire: flHmv she hated change, then,

and clung to old things, old mossy rotten picturesque

things fl (p.162)/ Dorothy realizes that she was not unlike

Jeanette in the past, but was no longer a part of that

world. 113he believed then ... that Jeanette was in some im

portant way a continuation of herself. This was not

apparent any longer; the connection had either been broken

or gone invis ible II (p .166). -

This broken connection is caused by progress. and

change .. which Jeanette rejects and Dorothy accepts as

being inevitable. Dorothy admits that if a new super

market were to replace the houses across the street, she

would be, IIlooking out, looking not emptily but with strong

curiousity, . ,anything would do for her to look at; beaut

iful or ugly had ceased to matter, because there was in

everything something to be discovered"(p.163). Doroth~'s

anticipation of fresh discovery precipitates a voyeuristic

experience in v"hich she 'Nitnesses her granddaughter making

love to their married neighbour. The isolation which

Dorothy has felt ~etween herself and Jeanette can not

oe reJ'lec.ied by kinship or female understali1ding. :.:>eeing

Jeanette d_n~i ..;lair icing co:':1':>018 eUCIl o-l;he.i.:,l s 101'1elin8s8
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and 31air 1 s love-making but she has gained Gome wisdom

from the experience. ,Ihile Jeanette and .Blair "would

have forgotten it themselves by tomorrmv' (p.l?J), DOirothy

recognizes that they are more helpless than her, IIhelpless

and endangered'as people on a raft pulled out on the

current II (p .1?:3) . This image of the raft suggests that

they can be swept away by the tides and currents of life

which Dorothy has weathered and that they have yet to master.

Dorothy decides that "strength is necessary, as well as

something like gratitude, if you are going to turn into

a lady peeping 'i'om at the end of your life"(p.:t'?4). She

needs strength to accept the vision of "the two welded

figures, solid and bright ll (p .1'74) of her granddaughter

and Blair King, but will be gratified in her own way,

because she knows that she will accept yet another intrusion

into her life f "because there was in everything someth~~ng

to be discovered" (p .16J) .

The stories discussed thus far rely on

images to dramat"ize 'r~Iunro{s concern' with the II sur'l:'ace" , "

of life". In each story, there is a turning point, an

epipll<o.nal moment which is focused by an image previously

introduced in the story which suddenly takes on a deeper

and richer si2;ni1 icance. :rhe protagonist 1 3 life is con

sequently made meaningful by this r<~velation, as is the

reader's cOffinrehension and appreciation of the story. The

following four stories to be discussed in this chapter ao

not reflect ;Jorothy':J nersistent opt Lai3In, but rath~r,



display the pervasive motifs of regret and remorse. These

four stories are unlike the first five in that they do not

rely on male/female relationships to precipitate the plot.

Instead, they deal almost exclusively with illusion and

isolation, exarniningthe trials and occasional triumphs

in life. The first story to be discussed in this second

grouping is II >'!alking on ,iaterti, a story which contrasts

with tlMarral{esh ll and offers another perspective on the

differences between generations.

Mr. Lougheed, a retired druggist, is much more

reticent than Dorothy, a man who enjoys his isolation:

IIBis aim was to give people what they thought they wanted,

and continue himself , solitary and unmolested II (p. 67). i,lr .

.Lougheed's self-imposed isolation offers him the perspective

of the obser~er, a perspective which is tempered by his

age which seems to remove him from the concerns of con-

temporary society. Hr. Lougheed notes the differences

between the attitudes of the participants in the contem-

porary generation and those of his past~ in despair at

youths such as Calla, Rex and Rover, who:

... struck !,';r. Lougheed as having got there without
parents, without any experience of highchairs or
tricycles or wagons! they seemed to have sprung up,
ar~ed as they were, from th3 earth. No doubt
that'rias hmv they tho"J.;ht of themselvBs (p. '70) •

~ugene is the one exception to the rule, an in-

telliiSen-c, kind and polite young man, 1I~3. gentle cu.lbassador

fro~ the terrible land of you~h"(a.77). ~r. Lougheed is

concerned about 2ugene's welfare and is alarmed when ~ugene
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decides to attempt to walk on water. Zugenefs decision-

puzzles j':lr. Lougheed because he cannot comprehend Eugene r s

idea of weightlessness or .2ugene's motivation for attempting

such a feat. Mr. Lougheed has felt some connection with

Eugene and believes he understands the young philosopher,

but discovers that there is something missing in their

communications with one another, something tl1a t prompts

feelings of fear and forboding.

This feeling is intensified when Mr. Lougheed

finds the dead bird, an ominous image of death. Mr.

Lougheed suspects (rightly) that Calla, Rex and Rover are

behind the dead bird incident and he reviews his relation-

ship with them. '1'l1is strange trio prompts :faint traces

of memories in [;jr. Lougheed, yet :11is connection Vi ith them

is tenuous at best. He sees tlex and Calla copulating in

the hall and objects to their trshowing off"(p.71), which

prompts his own memory of the "show" put on by the .drewer

ooy and his s lster during his own youtn. Again, j'imnro

uses a theatrical image to dramatize her theme and in

·chis instance the idea of a 11 show If suggests actors and an

aUJ.ience. -doth.2:"t and j'l1'. .Liougneed are part of an aUQlSnCe--

~ney are observers; neither was in love nor

rea.lly loved by anyone. J30th are guilty of living tYleir

lives throu,gh 0 tners, relying on :(~;'.mily or friends to

satisI'ycheii:' existence. unlii\'e .Jorothy, aI'ter ;,vi tness il1.g

~ . . . .

1..' e ;:1 J..l -c j, ... n 1 1. t.~ ~oro"Gl1y



l~ the knowledge that she can survive change.

hII'. Lougheed admits that past patterns are often

repeated in the present, but members of this generation

insist on "congratulating themselves oll. it"(p.71). He

cannot accept "-the difference betvveen that time and now.

••• how couia one man know illr. Lougneed's father and motner,

and nov'! know ].ex and Calla?"(p.83). l\'ir • .Lougheed's despair

is soothed by ~ugene, WQth whom he can communicate and

share his apprehensions about the present world.

The central image in this story is the water which

appears in the present world of reality and ci1Bo in Mr.

lougheed's dream world. Eugene attempts to make real hiz

illusion of being able to walk on water but fails, con

quered by the physical reality of his mvn body weight.

;.;r . .:Lougheed's dream parallels Eugene's attempt to walk

on water. Just as ~r. Lougheed struggles to understand

iugen~s motivations, he struggles to remember the end of

his dream and conquer that illusory world that so often

intrudes on his waking moments.

Eugene's disappearance coincides with IiII'. Lougheed '.:3

remembering the end of the dream in which "he saw a boy's

boay spread out, face down" (p.90) in the water, warning

hi~ ~hat 2ugene's disappearance might portend suicide,

"that morning's show might h:3.ve been only a rehearsal,

an imitation" (p.)1. ) • The 'ivater imagery also creates the

iiea -c11a t ,~r. :L,ougne8a is very (,lUC11 like an island, .:..~;:note



and isolated except for ~is occasional canmuniqu~s to

Zugene, who represents the present generation for ~r.

Lougheed. .Eugene helps U;r. Lougheed begin to understand

the confusing 'reality! of strange philosophies, mystical

literature and the new sexual freedom. jhen Eugene dis-

appears, U~. Lougheed is cut loose from the mainstream

of life and feels as if he is losing himself as well and

approaching his own end. That llir. Lougheed envisages the

end of his dream suggests that his ties with his past and

present are finished.

The final blow occurs when Mr. Lougheed appeals

to Calla, hoping that she will be concerned about Eugenefs

welfare, but she is not since she says : "He wasn't one

of us .•• he was fairly 01d"(p.92). This statement defeats

~r. ~ougheed, who has tried intelligently to bridge (the

generation gap', but can no longer reach those inhabitants

of this new world without 2ugene. The world no longer has

meaning for him:

Mr. Lougheed thought for the first time ever that
he might not be able to get to the top of the stairs.
He doubted his Dowers even for that. It was Dossible
'ti-1;:1+ 'n,'" ",'o"',u' 't-av" '''''0 :.1'0 i'~-;-O '11'1 .~,n,n'~-·"l'''''''''- bU~.l.~lu':;l·r·Tvi,-".u _~ .... " v .. -L 1 t:: lJ b __ lv t.,!,. ~1,..t.. (..1.Lv .......... .!.J.lt _J.~,

liKe the rest of them, if ne wanted to continue (P. 92) .

Unlike :Jorothy in ",,;arrakesh ", ;,;r. Lougheed cannot assimilate

thls new kno~ledge, the fact that 2ugene is gone and that

he must -cry to continue on Viith his oW.f1 life. ilithout



".iill.ter ,lind" offers yet another vie"''' of the

genera-tion gap in this collection and returns once again

to the setting of dawanash County, The Grandmother and

Aunt dadge characters are almost identical to those of

Auntie Grace and Aunt Elspeth in .Lives of Girls and ;lomen

and the Aunties in ltpeace of Utrecht", Just as Del ap

prehended the hidden natures alid the unfamiliar twists and

turns of her aunts l personalities, the narrator of lI;;inter

:dind II tries to understand her grandmother as she might have

jeen in her youth,

There is less a sense of a gap between generations

in this story than in l'I';jarrak;esh ll and rr',ialking on ,lateI'",

largely because the narrator in this story has accepted

both worlds as her own. .!henever there "vas a storm in to'lvH

she stayed in her grandmotherfs home, enjoying the calm and

luxury, the snug comfort of their near perfect existence.

'J:'he narrator has always seen her grandmother as being safe

in this world, but discovers that she once had an unhappy

marriage as a result of being in love with another man,

'J:hir_, revelation. stimulates the narrator into fashioning

her own story, recreating the past, even though, "do·thing

she ever said to me, or in my hearing, would bear this out.

Yet I have not invented it, I really believe it, and so

I must GeLieve tna~ we get messages anu~her way, that ~e

have connections that cannot be inves~igated, but have to

be relieQ on"(p.201).
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irhese "connections" recall those mentioned in

":,:arrakesh", the connections Dorothy believed broken be

tween her and Jeanette. In ftNinter dina", the narrator'

still feels these connections because of her constant

exposure to her! grandmother's world and her affinity with

tile past which she intuitively recognizes as an integral

part of herself. This past is remembered in the photo

graph of her great-grandparents which she takes with her

wherever she goes. This photograph symbolizes the personal

sacrifices her ancestors made when they ensured a good

future for their children, "this photograph was the sign

and record of his [her great-grandfather's)achievement"(p.194).

':ehe photograph is the unifying image in the story, in

dicating the narrator's desire to honour her past and

resnect the attitudes of an age gone by. Her grandmother

has yet to make peace with the fact that she too, is a part

of that past, yet must also learn to accept the changes

of the present world.

It has always been difficult for the grandmother

to accept the narrator's mother, who suffers from the same

disease as the mother in "Feace of Utrecht", a disease which

o::'fends the grandmother f s sense of propriety. ,ihen the

na:crator decides that she wants to return home, she is

aC0ually choosing the world of her own making which "had

more scope" (p.2J~:) than the ul1changillg v/orld at her Gran,:i

;;;J::;~1er f:3 11Ome. ·rile Cl1aos causeCt by ~h2 al'flict2d i1lo-cher



stimulates the narrator to action, Wllereas she feels re··

pressed in her Grandmother's care. rrhe story her Grand

mother tells her about Susie Heferman is not as much a tale

about a freezing death in the "winter wind", as about

the internal wasting of her grandmother, who had "become

another old woman who people deceived and placated and were

anxious to get away from It (p, 206). 'rhe narrator in 1I'iiinter

:find II does not re j ect any aspect of her past or her present

and therefore understands her grandmother, just as she has

come to understand herself. It is the grandmother who is

left isolated by the winter winds, the price that her

pride has demanded.

":executioners" is a story which also contains many

of the elements present in bives of Girls and Jomen. It

is a sto:cy told in retrospect by an old woman anaest11etized

with whiskey, Helena is an outcast as a young child, mocked

for her strange appearance and her alcoholic father. She

lives outside town, on a co untry road whic:l houses the boot

legger ,.=)tump 'froy and his S!on Howard. The vis ion of society

in this story is once again twisted and deformed, like

.:3tump, vlho has lost both legs and HoOina, wh 0 has lost

part 01 her arm. .:<.:ach ventured oUG into society and was

maimed by it, and now, lives outside the town.

'1.'he irony of 'chis ..nary is i.lramatized through tlll3

fire imagery WIlicn amp..Lifies our Jeuse 01' tl1e social L1iS2aSe

0~ alCOHolic u2penclence. l'ieH;;na I slather, an eX-i:lemO~l'
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of Parliament was persecuted by the townspeople and, liLy.

mother like1"red the event to the Crucifixion. He had come

out on the balcony of the Queenls Hotel, to speak, to con-

cede his defeat, and was prevented, jeered down, by Tories

carrying brooms, on fire"(p.1J9). '1'hese Hbrooms on fire ll

hasten rielenals.father to an asylum, where he must try to

cure his alcoholism. The same image of fire occurs when

Stump frayf s house is ablaze, a llouse rumoured to be sup-

ported by a prominent member of society in compensation

for Stump Troy's loss of his limbs.

In either instance, the destruction of human life

by a society which should prQtect the individual has

occurred because of that societyls malaise. The townls

lack of compassion forces men like Helena's father to enter

an institution which society had created for its own

protection. At the same time, however, the townspeople

condone Stump Troyf s bootlegging operation, because it

supplies their own depraved natures.

3esides the hate and deception which Helena knows

exi:J~Gs ill 'c11e town, she experiences even greater hatred

in i~ooina, "vno llas her own long lh;t or' enemies. Robina

is irustrated by her lack of power as an outcast who lives
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l'",1. the oacri.WOOUS, and by the persecution from which she

believes her brothers Jimmy and Duval suffer. ]3ecause

~-<.o·)ill.a lS ali UllSO'ohi.3ticated gL.~l 'il i tll primitive emotions,

i"elena does no"t suspect that di18 or her brothers ,} immy

anti Juval, iI''Ch8 clo:;nsll(p.14,!), 3,1'3 caDable or' any serious
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action. She has no way of knowing that their base natures

are capable of' carrying out one of the earliest actions

known to man: the act of revenge. The death of Stump'

rrroy and his son Howard by fire brings Helena to the real

ization tlla t she has been an accessory in spirit to the

actual executions. Her own consuming hatred of Howard

Troy and her desire to drive "spikes into his eyes", have

"h!ishead torn from his body" or "surprise him with a

knife"(p.149) are as merciless as the fire set to stump

Troy's house. The images quoted are particularly yivid

and illustrate the intensity of emotion Which accompanies

Helen's desire to physically. destroy and torture Howard

Troy just as he taunted and tormented her emotionally.

rrhe full implication of the title "Executioners" and the

theme of persecution and victimization is realized in the

gr0Phic images which I~unro uses to intensify the basic emotion

of hatred,

As an old woman, Helena is left with these vivid

memories of the executions which tOOK place within and

without society. Her father was one type of victim,

Stump 'llroy and his son lloward another. :i{elena has wit

nessed both executions, and still feels guilt at hI' implicit

participation in riowara fi'roy1s death, .}he muses tha-c,

II .ihen everybody is dead who could have remembered it, then

I suppose the fire will be finished with, it will just

be :is if nobou-y {FlU ever run tnr'ou.sIl that door" (:).155).



Helena i3 the only one left to remember the fire and its

probable cause, left with a sense of personal g~ilt for

her evil thoughts, a guilt which will only be extinguished

with her ,death.

The final story in this collection is a companion

piece to "Peace of Utrecht", the final story in Dance of the
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Happy Shades. "The ottawa Valley" remembers a childhood

journey in the life of a woman (Who could easily be HelBn

from "Peace of Utrecht") who remembers the first signs of

her motherfs deteriorating health and all the events. which

follow. The child has noticed her motherfs trembling arm

and hand, and sought. out.,the scientific documentation of her

mother's disease in Fishbeinfs 0edical Sncyclopedia. Her

Aunt Dodie had warned the narrator that she might one day

have to "bB the mother"(p.243) and look after her own mother

just as Aunt Dodie nursed her mother who had dropsy.

The child is terrified by this vision of her pos-
"-

sible future and confrorrts her mother:

'So, are you not going to get sick at all?! I saia,
';;USi1 ing farther. 1 vms very much relieved that she i'laQ

deci~ed against strokes, and that 1 would not have to
:)e '\;;'12 ii1O~Gher, and ivash and wipe anJ .L'eeLl 11(F' "y'j !"D- In
bed, as Aunt Jodie had had to cio VJ i'ell h ar ~lO~th;r(p~24-i.~) •

The mo~her can assure her daughter she ~ill not have a stro~eJ

bu"t C8.li offer no reassurance about the onset of Farkini3on!s

Jisease. ·.rho gloomy 1.~r8ciictions tile narrator reads ill tIle

,euic§l.l ~llc;ycl00GClia are recalled w~nen her uncle J amea,



which contain images, or refer directly, to death.

The childfs journey to the ottawa Valley, to the

place of her mother's childhood, succeeds in awakening

new emotions in the child. Bronwen ,Jallace suggests that:

3y juxtaposing these events and memories, the inter
relationship between mother and daughter, Munro explores
concretely the juxtaposition of selves (daughter, po
tential mother, mother of a daughter) that exists always
and powerfully in every woman. 2

The journey to the ottawa valley is a trip r.ernembered by the

narrator which actually symbolizes the narrator's journey

towards understanding herself. The greater part of this

understanding lies in her confrontation wit,h, and exore ism of,

the memories of her mother.

Once again the image of the photograph reappears

in the "series of snapshot 9<.'\t!< of Aunt Dodie, Uncle James and

even Aunt Lena, ever her children" (p.246), that the narrator

arranges in her mind. Like the Photographer in Lives of

Girls and .fomen, the narrator is incapable of reproducing

the reality she desires:

The problem the only problem, is my mother. And she
is the one of course that I am trying to get; it is to
reach her that this whole journey has been undertaken .
.lith ';{hat purpose? iro mark her 01'1', to describe, to
illu:nine I to celebrate, to get l'id, of her; and it did
not "iOrk, for she looms too close, just as she always
ciicL(:;,. 246) •

to me as close 3.S ever" (p. 21+6) I denying her motheroecaus\~

she cannot acknowledge herself as an independent, individual
,.,
t::.'_ -~o' l\1 -1' 'all'=' '0. "' .. - 'r< r' - :. l' '. -, I.--.JL {lne. ., _ ,~Ct~, ,omen.::> .0lVes: 11. lce _'lUll.t 0 ,

in. JaVlQ ':-ielvi/.L..o;, ed., '1.'he Eurnan:::lenents ('l'oronto: uberon
-. Q"' r- .-:, _., -:1 " .( ..,
:r~:.:;,:>, .l.;I()), .:J. U).
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woman until memories of her mother are accepted. '.Like Maqdy

in "Peace of Utrecht ll
, she cannot escape, knowing that III

could go on, and on, applying what skills I have, using

what tricks 1 know, and it would always be the same II (p. 246) .

The narrator in liThe ottawa Valley" must also live

with her personal sense of guilt about her desire to be

rid of her mother's memory. Like Helena in 113xecutioners ll
,

her uncharitable thoughts are as condemning as Howard Troyt s

obliteration by fire or the obliteration of her mother's

memory.

The nine stories which have been discussed in this

chapter each follow the same basic pattern which 'is common

to Alice IfIunro' s technique as an author. The reader sym

pathizes with i;lunro' s characters, whether they are old men

or women trying to understand the generation gap or children

adjusting to their new-found sexuality. The reader is taken

along with these characters through a series of seemingly

abstruse, delicately textured incidents which are disrupted

by a circumstance that offers some new revelation to the

character (and the reader). Each of tne stories in Something

l've 3een !.:eaninq; '110 11ell You OIl'ers a special insight inco

the strengths and f'railities of the human conaition, as \vell

as l,~unro I s speCIal gII't, \vhicn, to use her own '.'1ords from

"l"arrakesh", is the ability to conce i ve "in everything

sOiilething to 'oe discovered II (p .16 J) •
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CHAPTER IV

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?

Alice ':,lunro Islatest novel, ,Iho Do You Think '

You Are?(1978)" exhibits the same structure and basic

concerns as her earlier novel, :Lives of Gir-I s and domeD (1974) .

Like Del, the central character in )ho Do You Think You Are?

is an artist, an actress and television interviewer whose

roots lie in ilawanash County, in the small town of Han-

ratty. Kose's life is examined from her youth in Hanratty

to her middle age, and her experiences in various locales,

each of which signals a chang~ in her personal development.

As in her earlier work, liiunro I s use oi' extended images

focuses those themes that are central to her work and

enhances her exploration of the events and characters in

Eose's life.

I'ilany of the images used by J\lunro in this novel are

prompted by the novel's title--~ho Do You Think You Are?

'rhis title suggests some lclnd of Quest for identity, a

need to examine the distinctive character belonging to an

indiviuual. Because the central protagonist in the novel

is an actress, the images which e~press her are often

theatrical and artistic. We exnerience Rose's search to

understand herself' and in doing so I are made aware 01' 'i:;n8

imDorta~lce of Munro I;:> u.:;;e 01' theat8r and art as a ;.leuiU;-;l



,ie have seen that in Lives of Girls and ,iomen

(and in other st0~ies) that the theater suggests images

which concern illusion and reality; the world of the theater

encourages an illusory world, an escape from reality.

Most often, this illusory world is deflated by the ines

capable reality of day to day existence. As an actress,

Rose is involved and tempted by, the stage, and the glamour

and excitement of being a cele::;rity of sorts, an individual

whose life is less commonplace than others. In sharp

contrast to the world of theater and the images it evokes

lies. the town of Hanratty and th~ hardship Rose encounters

in her youth. Rose's identity lies somewhere between her

youthful experiences in Hanratty, her disappointments In

marriage, and her life as an actress. Ultimately then,

the concerns of this novel are focused upon an answer to

the question asked of Rose: ",;ho do you think you are?";

a question whose answer lies in the sum total of all Rose's

experiences and the images which dramatize them.

The one character in this novel who most affects

Kose, and in fact, vies for the reader's attention with her,

is ~16, Rose's stepmother. ~lo's importance is emphasized

by the cyclical movement of the novel, which chronicles

i<..ose's de:pa:cture I'ro=n l{anratty and her eventual return,

which in boti1 instances, includes a :3eparation from, and

a reunioll 'ili til, _,'10. Just as iunratty i3 ~{ose 's phys ieal

locu;;;, _,'10 .LS Il~r ,JiJJ.ri 'Gual .:!:~, her essence. .i\lthougn

each;ioman 1.S a :.3 ;.=::'ar3.tIO; inQi-riju~J.l, ttiey are 8 iwilar irl
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more ways than they would care '~o recognlze or admit.

Rosels eventual goal in life is to act, and con-

sequently the images wh~ch express her are often theatrical

and artistic. The imagery which presents flo is also

often theatrical, but essentially it reveals that Flo is

a "character", a vigourous player in the dramasof life,

dramas which are most often of' her oyvn making. 1n't he

first of the linked stories entitled "Royal 3eatings ll
,

Rose and Flo are the participants in a familiar ritual

that satisfies their mutual desire for drama and excite-

ment and precipitates a crisis which they find challenging

and unpredictable.

This ritual concerns the beatings which occur after

the usual conflict between a mother and daughter, but in

"Royal 3eatings ll this conflict is eXIJr'essed in theatrical

images. 1"10 threatens Hose with a "royal beating", a

term which conjures up fantastic images for Rose:

She came up with a tree-lined avenue, a crowd of formal
spec-cators, ~30me whi ""'ce ho1'388 2.110. -olack slaves.
3~meone knelt, ano. the blood came leaping out like
banners. An occasion bOtil savage and splend~d. In
real life they didn't approach such dignity.l

Rose's imagination creates a scene of pageantry, complete

with the IIformal spectators" who would gratify her need

for an audience. i.,'lo, of course, plays a crucial "role"

in thlS ",~vent" because she precipitates the action, IJlays

her part -Nell, "and it was only i~10 '.;ho tried to supply the

1 -'. .'
. _ ll.lC12 .:l1.11'O, .ho ---,0 "lOll. ~'hL~.~ ~(ou _\.2e':, \,l'oronto:

"acl;).i118.n, 1)'(.5 i' ~;. 1. ;<"<2;':: rev':;reilC.jS i'or subsequent
OlI0·t.~ti'2~:.3 -.:ill _''- .3Ll:j~-)li~:=t .~ ..: _-~~12.G~\.>::-~J.



event 11'11th some high air of necessity and regret ll (p.1) .'

The scene of the II roya l beating" is presented

as i1' it were to be staged: ";.::iuppose a Saturday, in Spring.

Leaves not out yet but the doors open to sunlight. Crows.

Ditches full of running water. Hopeful weather"(p.10).

Besides these stage directions there is a feeling that -

the words .r'lo and Ros e say to one another belong to a

dialogue each is familiar with, that, "has been going 0::'1

forever, like a dream ... " (p.l1). As the action continues,'

Flo aslw Rose "'Nho do you think you are?" ,challenging

the identity with which Rose is comfortable. rrhis question

approaches something like a .Glimax in the scene between

Rose and Flo, one tnat has become more intense as each of

them becomes stublbornly and irrecoverably immersed in

the roles they have determined for therilselv8s.

Rose contradicts and objects with such poisonous
reasonableness and mildness, displays theatrical
unconcern. Flo goes beyond her ordinary scorn
and self-possession and becomes amazingly the
atrical herself(p.1J).

Unce their "performance" has gone beyond even their own

limits, it becomes nec~ssary to force a crisis, come to

the resolution they had avoided in their verbal parrying.

Jhen Flo summons 20sels father to punish her for

her "bac!c-·;.:8.Uc and impudence" \p .14), he becomes an unwilling

participant in tneir scenario ../ith his appearance, hO\/-

ever, the scene cIl,Llges from Dretens e to r8ality, and

~~ose is the victLn of a "royal bea'cing", no longer a

vivie... and provocativa pageant !.Jut a paulI'ul experience.

+10
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Rose's father believes he must playa part equal to his·

role of the punisher and, "His face, like this voice, is

quite out of character. He is like a bad actor, who turns

a part grotesque" (p.16). Rose's father's physical dis

tortion of the scene emphasizes Rose's and Flo's distortion

of the drama they were rehearsing. Flo and Rose never

expected their scene together to end in this way. Flo

becomes upset at her husband's method of punishment and

Rose suffers mental as well as physical humiliation from

her father's kicks and blows. Ever the actress, "Rose

must play her part in this with the same grossness, the

same exaggeration that her father displays, playing his"(p.17).

,::;he cries, shrieks and whimpers, escaping later to her

ro;~~to ponder some kind of dramatic retaliation such as

a suiciGe attempt or running away from home.

Gradually, things return to normal as "they are .••

drawn back into themselves ll (p.18), returning to their

everyday roles of mother, father and daughter, Occasionally,

to hide her ignorance, and divert the fC1milyt s attention,

.:"10 peri"or,11s lor them, doing various tricks, .I..n one in3tance

after a "royal aeating", 811e performs a double-jo}:.nteu

trick on a chair as if to 'prov'.~ that even if she does not

share 11er stepdaughter's anci 1mB DanQ I s worldly \visdolTI, she

i3 no 1.0;;:3 tnan 'clley are, ;3. performer, an irH..i.iviliual in

her uwn r i':-sn"t •



in the descriptions of hanratty, the reader is remindeu

of Juoilee and the various tnemes and images which accomparw

hlunro I S memories of small town life in,lestern Ontario.

Hanratty is divided physically and socially by a river which

runs through it, determining :lest Hanratty as the poorer,

more impoverished area of town where Rose and her family

live. This physical and social division affects Rose as

a child and, later, as an adult. Rose is exposed to the

violence and deprivation which accompanies poverty, heir to

Flo's stories about the evil side of human nature and

the wickedness in ,./est Hanratty.

_The details concerning Becky Tyde, the crippled

dwarf, recall similar themes from previous Munro stories.

Becky's tvvisted figure becomes an image of the morally

twisted society that prompts her father's murder. The

same logic that the society in HSxecutionerslt used to support

stump 'rroyl s bootlegging operation, is applied to the three

assailants who were released early from jail to good jobs

supplied by influential members of society. §lo's story of

Butcher -l'yde I s murder is recalled at the ena of It ",oyal

Beatings", when Rose is more mature and capable of greater

insight.

fhe radio irrterview at the end of this chapter works

as a s i:,::nii'icant imac;.e in tV10 ways. l"irst , it is an image

or' tne ar~cistic medium :1os e i':i:tl later employ, and s eco;ldly,

it is remini3c~nt of ~lo's own story-~elling abilities ~hich

;1.12

. ~. .
lJ:ll ""G3.""GG • llo's story vie~ with ~at



.11.3

l,ettleton I S me~;lOries of his ovm past, ';,hich makes no mention

of the horseV'lhipping episode. Hat is revered as a "living

link with our past ll (p.22), fussed over by nurses and reporters

while Ylo and Rose share the. knowledge of Hat as a mur-

derous horsewhipper. Just as Flo and Rose shared th8ir own

drama during a "royal beating", they share the truth 2.bout

a drama which occurred in real life, another beating, which

reveals the vicious,demoralized society that they live,: in.

The essential deprivation of ,Jest Hanratty is explo.:t"8d'

in the following chapter.entitled "Privelge~'~, "which. ddcuments

Kosels experience at school and the degradation and per-

versions she was exposed to early in life. Later on as a

lilature adult, Rose amus ingly recalls her past, often shoclting

others who cannot believe such things possible in childhood.

The descriptions in this chapter basically prove that

Rose is a survivor, mostly because of her iaagination and

her ability ~o escape hardships by acting out her fantasies

and dramatizing whatever small pleasure she experiences.

Rose herself admits. that, "learning to survive, no matter

with what craveness and caution, what shocks and forebodings,

is not the same as being miserable. It is too interesting" (p.27) .

Rose's interest in survival ana the cOillnlexities of

her liI'3 make her an interested observer when ~'\r8.nny and

:~i!ortie ..cGill copulate in th -::; entry ':,'ay of the .,joys I

'I'oilet. ",'03 e J.,'nefl1er,(\ bers tIp t"lo 1'" .C)'~ .1"1' 0 + ·"r'1 "p.'''rl~or·:1l· "1 , .• IfLl ....... ~ A0 e}..) lJ! ...... lJ I..,..'\" -" ~I.!. ........:s

to ctesc,cilJ8 the brother I ~ and sister 1 3 act, promptinos
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~~ose to envision, " •.• some makeshift stage, some rickety

old barn stage, where members of a family got up and gave

silly songs and recitations •.ihat a perl'ormancel"(p.25).

;,juch like her vision of a royal beating, Hose is disil-

lusioned when reality falls short of her imaginative ex--

pectations, and the i'ilcGills I performance is an act of

"no general significance"(p.27).

Ahen Rose begins to idolize Cora, sne falls into

tlle same trap of glorifying and enlarging people and events

until they no longer belong to reality, but to the world

Rose creates for herself, a world which eventually clashes

VI i th reality. ;'iiunro uses the theater as an image to eXlJress

this disparity oetween illusion and reality. Rose 1n-

tently observes Cora I severy 'word and action, noting tI1G

sm;:~llest details of appearance, gesture and tone. ;3he

becomes an actress, imagining herself in the role of Cora:

;/hen she vms by herself she would act that out, the whole
scene .•• aose being Cora. ~he would turn just as
Cora did ••• imagining the fleshy satin over her own
hips .•• She wanted to be Cora no',} (P. 31) .

This aeaire to be like Cora is intruded UDon by the reaLity

of ~,03e I s situatiol1. .':>h8 can only E;2cretly worship Cars. un-til

as Co.ca, /10 or Derha-os- - sO:.180n8 else, recognizes

her obsession. ;OS8 makes the mistake of ilwiting reality

into the i3cene~3 [3he imagines with Gora, and steals candy

from i"lo I 3 store, "thereby draw ing Jlo and Cora into her

secret.

It is ~lo ~no sooils ~ose's secret love for Cora,



mimicking Corals tone of voice and insulting her appearance.

Rose's attempt at mimicry had resulted in tenGer, imaginary

scenes between herself and Cora. Flo's imitation of Cora

is depreciatory, destroying all of Rose's illusions and

making Cora a figure of public mockery rather than private

worship. Flo too, is an actress of· sorts, but she.

uses this ability to mock illusion rather than create the

illusions which Rose prefers. Flo asks Rose if she is in

love with Cora and,

Rose answered no, because she associated love with
movie endings, kissing and getting married. Her
feelings at the moment shocked and exposed, and already,
though she didn't know it, starting to wither and
curl up at the edges. F~o was a drying blast(p.35).

The warmth Rose felt from her increased feelings of love

was llurtured by her ability to protect this love from

others. ,[11ile she was pretending to be Cora, trying to

ca-oture h3r image for herself, she was safe from the "drying

blast" of cold reality that :i:"lo delighted in providing.

As yet, Rose does not understand love, associating it with

another aspect of the theatrical, with "movie endings"

that also present an illusory picture of life.

fhis illusory world that Rose creates for herself

is at variance with the world she encounters each day.

The image which ~i.unro uses to indicate the base, coarser

asnects at Rose's life is that of the Joys' and Girls'

;.i.'oilets. 3.ose is in despair ;3ach day because she calmot

use ti1e fil tnyGO ilet where eVidence 01' a lacn: at ssnit-
. -

:~.i..i~ailJ....Ll'1~.:>3 ,J~ 0U1).1.::. .._'- •.



outhouses as "scenes of marvelous Bhames and outrage" (p ,'23),

places which balance the other world of imagination, and

put it into perspective, Rose is sensitive and perceptive,

she can accept the world of the Boys' and Girls' Toilets

as well as the joyful, imaginary world which she carries

in her head, For this reason Rose "was not miserable"(p,27),

sensing perhaps, her own innate ability to survive as long

as she maintains her abilities to imagine and create,

As if in accordance with this attitude, the situation

at Rose's school eventually improves, The outhouses are

replaced by flush toilets and all evidence of past fla-

grancy is obliterated, The prosperity of the war years and

R osels own success as an artist are ironically presented

through the image of the toilets, Rose I s memories of tlt~se

years are stimulated by her Qemories of the Boys' foile~

and the Girls' Toilet, memories influenced by her own

artistic nature:

:ihen ~i.ose thought of "est hanratty ciuring the war
years, and durlng tile yea.:cs before, the two time~

were so separate it was as if an entirely different
llg:ntLlg had been used, or as if i-t was all on ..L'ilm
anu the film had been printed in a differen~ way,
3G 'C~Ldt ()~l 'tiL; O.i1 f,} llano. thing;,; loolced clean-eo.geQ
and decent and li,niGeCl and ordinary, and on the·
other, uar~, ~r~~rv, jU~D~ad, and disturoing(p,j7).

i~ose 's own involv8i;l'2rrt ',.-! ith I'i.i.m when she oecome~ a:n
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images or photographs Which exist simultaneously in her'

.11'1

mind. ~he is. no longer the child who can be hurt and upset

by another1s interpretation of her life and ner imaginary

world; she remembers outhouses and flush toilets with

equal fonaness.' Rose is an artist who aCknowledges all

aspects of experience and the fact tha-c, "life was al-

-together a series of surprising developments ll (p.J6).

The II surprising developments 11 in Rose's life are

described variously in the chapters following. These

developments in Rose's life are changes which are signalled

by images of change and experience; images which are as ma-

ny.~faceted as the characters.Rose encounters or tne many

aspects of her own character that she eventually discovers.

In l1}{ali a Grapefruit", l,~unro creates a special tension

be~ween the dreams of youth and the reality of life, romance

versus fact. 'rhis tension is introduced by the incident

-that inspires the chapter title: Rose's bold assertion

in her health and Guidance class at high school that she

ate half a grapefruit for breakfast tha~ day. Rose sees

graoe.r.'rult as an imap'e ofo luxury and prosperity, an image

she desires for herself because the truth about hal' coarse

break:fasts and country bac~i:ground embarrasses her. Her

lie is ~ransparent, however, and she is teas8a illid dis-

;;raced by i'eLLo'vV classmates who mockil:gly repeat "hali-

a-~rapef1'u-:"~" '(/ i tnin 1181' ileal' in.:?;.



certain exceptions to her youthful illusions, but still·

continues to cultivate her own special world as a defense

against the encroachment of a crueller, outside reality.

Rose's ability to embellish and undermine reality in her

stories helps her to cope with the "hazardous"(p.J9) life

of high school:

The change in Rose, once she left the scene, crossed
the bridge, changed herself into chronicler, was'
remarkable. 1-40 nerves any more. A loud skeptical
voice, some hip-swinging in a red and yellow plaid
skirt, more than a hint of swaggering(p.41).

?"ose is still the actress who ·changes herself from one

scene to the next, an artist who details the facts of life.

Nhereas Flo had told Rose ta_les about Hanratty, Rose is

now the story-teller, embroidering her stories in much the

118

saine way that .:2'10 undoubtedly had. ".:2'10 and Rose had

switched roles. Now Rose was the one bringing stories

home, Flo was the one who knew the ~ames of characters·

and was waiting to hear" (p .LJ.O). The theatrical image

suggested. by "characters" and "roles" is particularly apt.

i,iunro suggests to us that .i\ose cannot easily accept the

reality of High ~chool, and finds subterfuge in her ability

to ac~ ou~ the role she wou~d prefer in life, a role ~lo

delights i~ ~learing because she is Bti~ulateti by exaggeration

and ~he outrageous.

203e tells Flo the stories about her fellow class-

ma~es' escapades, their affairs and Chelr deceptiolG.

I'l18 s·"Cory _·:038 tells .J'lo acout .'.uby .Jarrutners and. he.c 1-0038



morals is humorous and probably exaggerated. Her method
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of recalling Ruby, ftunt, Del and Horse turns the particiyants'

into caricatures of a sluttish girl and oversexed boys.

Kosels ability to change and create characters is counter-

pointed by the Bver present reality she is reminded of

when she learns that Ruby suffered, and eventually died

from breast cancer and that the boys have become respected

members of the community. Rose is constantly warned o£

the fact that one cannot entirely escape or ignore reality.

This awareness is repeated within Rose's own family

when her father suffers from lung ca11cer. Rose is immersed

in ~;";acbeth, reciting lines to herself, imagining the effect

certain speeches might have on "?lo or 3illy Pope. Just as

ri.os e enjoys the tragedy 01' l,iacbeth, she enj oys the tragea.y

that her father's illness suggests:

~here is no denying the situation gave Rose pleasure,
a-c times. A severe pleasure, when she was not too
mixed up in it, washing the sheets or listening to
a coughing fit. ~he dramatized her own part in it,
saw herselr clear-eyed and unsurprised, refusing
all ~Gceptions, young in years b~t old in bitter
experience of life(p.49).

"·~o;,w':::; pleasure in the stoic role she chooses for i1erself

is G2e-lated by -:,'10, "c1'1e harOing::;r of reali t:,y \"1110 iilalcef:3 ner

conI".c'O~lt tne dirty sheets and stained. Under"Near that

confir~ ~er father's illness. Rose can never hooe to 2S-

cape tne cruel fact that her father is dying.



tendencies. "She mooned and daydreamed, she was vain and

eager to show off; her whole life was in her head ll (p.45),

unlike .?lo, who despised "show-oi'fs ll and concerned herself

mostly with the concrete reality around her. Rose's

father ,compares his daughter to his wife, deciding that Rose

is wanting in comparison to Flo, who was: II na ive intell

ectually; childlike, contemptuous of maps and long words

and anything in books, full of charming jumbled notions

and superstitions and traditional beliefs ll (p.45). Rose

is entirely the opposite to her stepmother, preferring

books to "charming jumbled notions". Her father cannot

help b"lj.t share his daughter'.s aspirations, but feels that

Ifsafety lay with .?10"(p.45), realizing, perhaps, the hard

ships his daughter would encounter.

~osefs father only reads the titles of books she

brings home, rejecting the wealth of knowledge within

them. Rather than read Macbeth and appreciate it as a

study of the evil at work in the individual, he prefers

to listen to flof s nalve account of the evil woman with

"second sight" who trieed to poison her. Rose f s preferences

for ,.:;.i-lakespeare I S dramatic classic and the three ,;eird

~is~ers contrasts to ~lofs sunerstitious belief in the witch

she pe':'~2Gnally encountered in her youth. .Ihile one woman

enjoys':;hakespeare and th~· other enjoys tales of super-

stitio~, neither can dis the delight each feels in their

cho ice of ci.ra:,i2. ail.1 intrLsue.
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~osels interest in the theater and acquiring knowledge.
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isolates her in some ways from her family. :lhi1e she can

share and exchange stories with ~lo, she can never expect

Flo to understand that the act of story telling is contained

in the books Flo finds threatening. Her father's all-

iance with Flo alienates Rose, who is left to pursue her

life on her own. Just as her father is ready to approach

death, Hose is ready to pursue acting. Rosels father

prepares for his death ritualistically': lI}{is shed was

locked, his books would not be opened again, by him, and

tomorrO'.v vms the last day he vwuld wear shoes II (p. 53) •

In much, t:i1e same way Rose prepares I'or her new life, ex-

cept that she opens books and doors to a ne'N world., putting

on ;,,,hatever costume or disguise is necessary in order 'to

become an actress.

3efore Rose decides to leave home and pursue a

career she is initiated into the world of sex. The in-

cident 'ilith the "minister" on the train in ",iild 3wans f
'

is bizarre, yet at the same time stimulates Rose's desire

to experience and appreciate all aspects of life. ~lo

tells i-:Gse yet another i'an-castic story, 'this time concerning

the periis or' single girls and t11e threat of ,ihite >--)lavery:

";latch out" 1:"10 said as well, for people dressed up as
'."Y"'~'::-t-j;;it" .

ministers .'l'll~y :lIere th,~ worst. '11hat uis€i1..'lise was commonly

2.do;::,ted 'by ,hite ..;lav8r8, a.s ":lell as th0:38 after your
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an example of her perc8ptiveness. The undertaker is-

a regular customer at flo's, and still drives his hearse,

a dramatic practice which prompts Flo to believe that he

seduces unsuspecting women in his hearse). The song he

'sings makes. her even more suspicious: "Her brow is like

the snow drift/Her throat is like the swan"(p.57). This

story about the undertaker sets the tone for the rest of

the ch~pter and contains the images of disguise and swans,

which are repeated later in the chapter. Significantly,

Rose does not believe llo' s story, thinking it was "2.11

nonpense .•• who could believe it of a man that age?t1(p.57).

In this instance, the story which Flo tells Rose

is very close to Rose's own experience. She is the victim

of a man's attention, a man who claims that he is a minister

but is not "disguised '." as one. He opens his conversation.-'

with Rose by mentioning the wild swans he had seen the other

day, recalling the romantic song that the undertaker sang

to himself. 'rhe "minister" strikes Rose as a romantic

man, perhaps like the undertaker, a man who says H§.nows,

a poetic sounding word. Anyone at home ';.lould have said

snmv"(p.59J. Lilee Del Jordan, ;~ose delights in the sounds

of words and the images they convey,- Unfortunately for

Hose, this "minister" is not a romantic but a lecher,

ready to ta~e advantage of yOUllg girls, Rose, as yet,

is mlccnooled in matters oi' sez, expecting her lover to

be "ia9PLls and cOlIL1:=; in~,ja'y throu_;h slow };leaSUr2s 11 U) ,01),
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The pleasure Rose does experience is unwelcome and ag-

onizing. taking place in the unlikely surroundings of a

passenger train.

'rhe tlminister t s" stealthy explorations and. Ros e IS

unspoken dialogue take the form of a mime play, For every

word not spoken or action not taken, the "minister's"

hand moves inch by inch tmvards his anticipated destination,

Although this man is not disguised as a minister, he dis-

guises the movement of his hand beneath the newspapers he

has carefully placed, Rose finds it difficult to relate

the man to his actions, II a man used tv deference, an

appreciator of nature, delighter in wild swans II (p,62) ,

As if' to gain perspective during this bizarre sexual

initiation, Rose romanticizes the landscape, making it a

part of this encounter. ;1:he landscape she describes ab ounds

in sexual images, her own sexual excitement is likened to

that of a stream: "his stubborn patient hand was able,

after·all, to get the ferns to rustle and the streams to

flow, to waken a icil.y luxur ianc e" (p .6.3) •

_''cO the "rainister" ·oeco;nes iilOre persistent in his

landscape correspondingly becomes more erotic. aose ooens

As :;ile~1 loo~:eG. do·;m at tlie I)l~(;glacial valley, tlle
~1~ver-~ooa8d rubble 01 li~tle hilla, as they came
3lic~in,; cio:m to the shores 01' .Laf~e unt:lrio, she vJOulJ
::18.1;:8 tl1i0 ~l.O.t;f al-L~-i ~3i12ilt, ~111d ci2i·i~-~itG,declal"'21..tio~·~ ... (.~) ..-~)).



offering he r sell to tIle "minister's " explorations, H pre-

glaclal" suggesting the onset of nOse I s sexual exci ternent

which is further emphasized by the "shores of Lake untario",

which recall the earlier image of the. stream. The image

of the valleyl~ formation suggests the shape of the female

genitalia, all images which now duplicate the explicit

nature of the "minister's" act.

As Rose nears orgasm, everything she sees outside

the train window taikes on an aura of eroticism:

... the big pulsating pipes of oil refineries •.• bed
sheets and towels used to wine UD intimate stains
flapped leeringly on the clothesline, where even
the children seemed to be frolicking lewdly in the
schoolyards, and the very trucl\:drivers stopped at
the railvmy crossing must be thrusting their thumbs
gleefully into curled hands(p.63).

Rose's sexual release occurs just as she approaches the

ixhibition Grounds, whose gates and pillars are reminis-

cent of a vision of heaven 'Nhere "you could have had such

a flock of birds, wild swans, even,wakened under one bi&

dome together, exploding from it, taking to the sky"(p.63).

'1111is final image of the wild swans signals ?Lose f s orgasmic

release and the end 01' the encounter with the "T.1inister".

Like ~al, rlose's experience does not leave her scarred

or disgus~ed by sex--i t is just ano-0her "surpris ing dev-

elOIJTnent" in life.

,hen Jose arrives in ~oronto, ~lo expects her to

deliver a message to an old trlend wno often masqueradea

as a fa~ous actress she resembled, h)~ ~ose does not,
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thinking: "•.• it would be an especially fine thing, to

manage a transformation like that. To dare it; to get

away with it, to enter on pr9posterous adventures in your

own, but newly named,skin"(p.64). In her.own way, Rose

admires the "minister's" daring to touch her, and Iilavis I s

nerve when she attempts to appear as someone else. Rose

admires their ability to ac.qvire Itnewly named skins It f

an ability she masters when she acquires the "skin lt of an

actress, which also allows her to practice a variety of

disguises herself.

Jhen Rose leaves Hanratty to enter college she has

vaguely. formed hopes of entering the acting profession.

"She wanted to perform in public. She thought she v·ranted

to be an actress but she never tried to act, was afraid

to go near the college drama productions"(p.69). Rose

never does perform in pUblic, not until several years later,

because of her marriage to Patrick Blatchford. Rose meets

Patrick at college and their courtship and marriage are

the centre.l concerns of the following two chapters to

oe <iiscu;:;sed, "'rhe Beggar ..,aid" and "i.iischief". Because

of :;wse' s marriage to Patrick, her ac"cing abilities are

reDressed in favour of her new role as wife and mother.

Rose's marriage to Patrick fails for several reasons, the

most i~nportarrt among them being their lack of corn;nunication,

rlose's consu~ing ueSlrc to crea~e an exciting lite of h2I'

own anG o:-atric,~' s inf.Lexible, unchanging atti"t",l,ie "Cl1at
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stifles ;~ose's individuality, 2ssentia.lly, "The 3eggar'

i,iaid" and II Mischief" illustrate Ros e 1 3 fa ilure in marriage

and her inability to act the traditional role of !'vife ano.

mother. These chapters are yet another stage in her dev-

elopment as an artist and an individual, a stage in which

shediscovers her capabilities and her limitations as well

as an understanding of the possible direction her life

may take,

lI;rhe Beggar f~laid" chapter describes Patrick I s romantic

nature which arouses Rose's sympathy and her desire to be

cherished:

He had many chivralic notions, which he pretended to
mock, by aaying certain words and phrases as if in
quotation marks. The fair sex, he would say, damsel
in distY'ess. ;rhe pl'cnendeo. irony would not fool anyooclY;
it was clear that he did wish to operate in a worlcl of
knights and ladies:. outrages; devotlons (p, 74) ,

The world Patrick desires for himself and Rose is an ideal-

istic worLa wnlcn is impractical in modern day society,

.2,ven "tllough I-tose enjoys the escape :L'rO!.il real1ty tnat acting

oflers her, she 18 not an idealis~, learning her lesson

i'rOfll ....10 dna -G11,:; aii'i'iculties she survived in clliluhooti .

.;:--at:clck sUI'r'ereu no such uiI'ficu.Lty, l1e 1S ti1e don 0.£' a

w8aLtriY aepartl:J81n; store o\vner viho 112.S icnown ie'N hal'ci.shl~S
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.,hen [,ose marrie8 fa'erich: 3118 ta.i-;:es on his naine

and hi8 aspirations, smothering 11(:;1' O'-in in favour of a

suoservieD~ role,

Cefore ?ose and ;-atricic ~ilar.cy, tlley visit tHeir



material differences between the rllatchford's illansion ana

~lo'~ home. On the one hand, the 31atchforas talK abou~

tennis, golf, badminton, ·ooats" horses and the quality

of their food and accomodations. un the other hand, 110

uses plastic ta'ble cloths, fluorescent lights, lime green

swans and country sausages. Instead of theatrical imagery,

the images which populate rlfrhe :deggar i ..;aid II and "1.1ischief"

are those of the socially aware consumer trying to project

an image of prosperity. This is the image Patrick prefers,

rejeriting Flo's way of life and forgetting the fact that

his future wife might be attached to this unassuming way

of' living. Rose and Patrick. truly belong to two different

worlds, and each refuses to sacrifice one for the other:

rlevertheless her loyalty was starting. How that she
was sure of getting away, a layer of loyalty and pro
tectiveness was hardening around every memory she had,
around the store and the town, the flat, somewhat
scrubby, unrema~kable countryside. She would oppose
secretly to Patrick's views of mountains and ocean,
his stone and timbered mansion. Her allegiances were
far more proud and stuoborn than his(p.88}.

,ihen l~ose leaves Hanratty she leaves behimi i."lo

and all her childhood aspirations. ,...;he becomes the mother

of j\.nna but still feels as if something is missing from

her life. Rose attempts an affair wit~ Clifford, a concert

violinist, the person closest to ar~ and the theatrical

in Hose's lLlitea life. (rhe i-l:(J:'air begi118 with hope: ',,11811

Clifford calls ~ose, her surroundings o8come a part of her

own excitemelTC at sexual promise: "'l'he kitchen ','las daz,sling .

.rha .1h018 SCellG III I'ron-c of 110I', of ~ .. '::.. tl' 1c ~{, ana Anna 3. -c the
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table, the coffee pot with dribbles down the side, the

of marmalade, was exploding with joy and possibility and

danger" (p .110). 'rhis joyful beginning is quickly ecli'osed

bY,their inability to consummate the affair. Instead

of a bright joyful sun shining over the relationship, they

meet in the dark and grope unsuccessfully in the gloomy

backroom of a shoestore. As if to confirm the image of

darkness which dooms their affair, Clifford appears tanned

and healthy at the onset of their game playing, then appears

pale and tired just when they are about to consummate

the affair in Powell River,

Cliffordfs wife is actually a good friend of Rose,

Jocelyn and Rose share the same scorn for the materialistic,o

narrow-minded society which breeds men 111ee :E'atrick, the

ultimate consumer bent on success. Pa~rickls home, fur~ishings,

Jedgwood vases and 1,:eptune water fountain symbolize the

emptiness in Rose and Fatrickfs life, an emptiness tempor-

arily concealed by material possessions. UO object can

replace Rosels personal ambition to succeed, and when

Clif~ord and ~atrick do not satisfy ner physical desires,

aose ieciaes to find a life tor herself and divorce her

husband.

"flen ,-(.ose attends a party at Clifford I sand Joc-

e lyn f s several years a:z'ter l18r divorc(-,:, 3he is confron--ced

by Clif:f'oX'°) f ~3 .Juccess and thei.c a:Cioluent I .Li:fest;yle' ail~,
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LJl~ayl" (p,131), Just as f-atriclr's a::.sorption with I,1atei.:'iz.l

possessions and success contributed ~o aose1s decision

to i1ave an affair, Jocelyn r scapituiation to the same

standards signals a,similar change in her morals, Rose,

Clifford and Jocelyn lmake love' together, a final state

ment of the changing morals which Rose has come to accept,

Rose survived the trials of the Boys' Toilet and

the Girls' Toilet--the new sexual freedom and changIng

ethics are only another challenge to be met by her.

~ithout Patrick or the security of his money, Rose must

provlae a life for herself and her daughter, Anna, Rose

describes the circumstances .of her divorce, "as if she v;as

walking a swinging bridge and could only keep her eyes

on the slats ahead, never look down or around" (p,134,).

'rhis i:Jage ot' the swinging bridge occurs several times ll1

this chapter entitled "Providence",

After their divorce is final, Rose can look ahead

to her future and pursue her career, Rose gains a successful

jO.b at a radio station but finds it difficult to manage

this job and raise her daughter as well. The image of the

swirl=:;in;?; bridge is suggested when ;~ose considers Anna: l t

3e8111S 8.S i1' ,(OS8 is on one end of 'Gl1eorid~e and .?atric~(

on the other and _~nna i,;j the last cOlmection between the;;1.

Anna 1 3 ;·ar:cmts must decide which direction she will take,

~h8th2r 3he ~ill be ~ost happy ~ith ~ose'8 h8ctic life or



For hose, Anna is a stabili~ing figure, a part .

of reality that is sure and unchanging:

She could feel the weight of Anna in the apartment
then just as naturally as she had felt her weight
in her body, and without going to look at her she.
could see with stunning, fearful pleasure the fair
hair and fa,ir skin and glistening eyebrows (p .141) •

The same swinging bridge supports our image of Rose's hectic

life, which oscillates between joy and disappointment,

"streaks of loss and luck lt (p.150). Her love affairs follow

the same pattern and become brief communications back and

forth which never develop successfully into romance;

attempted rendez-vous that fail because either Rose or her

lover cannot complete the trip to see one another, cannot

cross the loverrs bridge. Anna is a support, a Itweight H

in Rosers life that momentarily stops the bridge from

swinging, urging the security of domesticity.

,)hen Anna leaves to move back with Patrick it is

as if Rose's one link with a settled life has been severed.

:.:>he leaves Calgary and moves to 'roronto, sometimes driving

1.30

as far as Kingston to attend a party. In the chapter

",:;imon';; Luck", Kose's luck seems to have run out . .:::ihe 1S

in a trans i tory stage: single and U~'la"Ctached, but .J.es-

perate :(01" security and steady male companionship. ,-;hen

tile cnapcer opens, itOSe is seen wandering the streets,

lonely,luoking in. people I s 1Ninuows and longing to belong 'W

the irga~cl:.erings, yet because "_~os e is an ac-'c:cess; she

can fit LL :::,i1J,mere" U .152). _~,03e' s actLlg ability no
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longer holds the same promise that it once did; she is .

no longer young and falls into the category of women who

dress to look younger. Rose says of her own dress that

she wears to a party, IIthere was something wrongly youthful

or theatrical qbout it ll (p.15J), voicing her own dissatis-

faction about her choice of costume. This statement suggests

that Rose is going through an identity crisis, unhappy

with herself both physically and spiritually.

The party Rose attends strengthens this feeling

when the, young hostess makes Rose feel uncomfortable and

a former student embarrasses her by his drunken accusations.

Rose is aware of a generation gap, one which she had once

been able to bridge with her talents as an actress. !'iOtd,

this talent fails her and she is unable to save herself

from the scorn she feels emanating from the hostess, her

ex-student and trle younger members OI' the faculty who she

believes are II g iving her quick, despising looks. VI' so

she thought; she couldn1t look directly at them. ~3tablishment.

,las it'?" (p.1Sd). ~{08e is sUddenly caugnt'

oet':leen two camp8, unsure 01' 11er allegiance ana Ui1l1G\.P~JY i: ith

t1l2 labelling that others iillCt necessary 'GO use. ,Jlmon

ing hc,c cOiiliJanionsllip, a poss i oL:; ~OV2 ai'i'air and support

1'01' ller iioUliUeu ego.

to

;\ose, as a .::;l"~ncmnan \lho 2.:.>cape", 'Gi18 0CCU~;2.tion anu i,-O,;
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is that Jimon is an actor in his own right, a theatrical,

gesturing cnarac-cer full or' stories, ilneCu.o-ces a.IlU aUV1C G •

,iithin a iev,; Gays oi' knOll.) ing him :':;118 II knew a fev,; of his

characters. 'fllat was the Humble ,iorkman. .Jawe others ',lere

the 01d ihiloscypher ••• 'rne Diad ;::;atyr il (p .161). Just as rtose

had retreated to different disguises as a protection against

reality, .Jimon employs various characters to protect his own

secrets. Rose practises the same materialism she once re-

jected ln Patrick, unaware that her trips to the super-

marlcet and new sheets for her bed are domestic attachments

which stifl~ .Jimon as they once did Rose.

,Jhen Simon does not return, Rose flees her rented

house becnuse it is full of those things she bought to

share with ;Jimon, objects which haa become "images of

loss" (p .169) . .3he leaves the city in her car, prompting

another image similar to that of the swi~ging bridge:

And so it was, back and forth, as if the rear end
o~ the car was held by a magnetic force, which ebbe~

and strengthened, ebbed and strengthened agai:.:l, but
tIle 3-trength was never quite enough to make her turn ..• (p~169).

FtOS2 .cinally reache,s a .Joint of stasis where "the '.lorlJ.

na0.· ,..>'to;:Jped being a stage VeTere she rilight ;neet him, ana. had

gO:"18 bG.clc to oeLlg itself" (p .170) • I:his recurring theatrical

gone a il2aling process. :Ie no 10Ilger have ri.ose and all

01' .3L'lOll t':J cllara.cters aJ.o:n8 together, peri:'ormiilg exclus lvely



her to Vancouver and a steady joy working in television,

Rose has come lull circle as a mature woman and

an actress, weathering divorce, unhappy affairs and moments·
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of insecurity, ,lhen sh e learns 01' Jimon' s death she thinlp,

"., ,it was unf~ir, that such a chunk of information should

have been left out, and that Rose even at this late date

could have thought herself the only person who could ser-

iously lack power"(p.173). Rose had be'en convinced of Simon's

luck, his power as a man to come and go as he pleased.

But Simon dies, and only then does Rose realize that she

too has his power, she has left the place of pain and found'

a new life for herself.

Rose's regeneration is complete when she returns

to Hanratty. Her odyssey has taken her to various locations

and different stages in her development as an artist; it

is now time to return home, Just as Rose begins to realize

her own power and strengt~, it becomes necessary to use it

to support Flo, who is slowly becoming senile, ~ven as

a~ old woman, ~lo never loses her power to affect her

stepdaLtghter and influence her life. .c"or the grea'ter part

aI' the ilovel, ~~lo' s stories anticipate Iilee occurrences

in Rose';:j li:L'e, and the chapter' entitled "Spelling" con-

sequen-c-Ly be:~ln;::J '",ith /10 narrating a story concerning senile

laciies alHl t1'le County hO:Ile, the institution where the failincc
.J

Flo VI ill eV8lHually end. lY:lL' .:..1ays, "':;pellillg" and II "ho :Jo

You il'hL-:.:. _.00. 'ere?" reu!li~e ~"lv and ":03e, except that DO ..'



housekeeper/mother role while .2'10 becomes more like a

child in her senile state •

..:1'10' S regression is indicated by the jumble of

everjjday objects that are out of place, the d.isrepair and

dirt that Flo despised when she had all her faculties.

Rose cooks, cleans and cares for ~lo, feeling an obligation

to protect the old woman just as Flo had once cared for

Rose. Rose has a vision of the life she will lead with

Pl o'~

She pictured herself going to Hanratty and looking
after Flo, living with her, taking care of her for as
long as was necessary •• '. But the crankier .::'-'10 got, the
milder and more patient Rose would become, and who,
then, could accuse her of frivolity and egotism?(p.181).

Again, Rose creates a scene where she will become a martyr

and her brother i3rian will not fault her for her good'll ill.

Rose is conscious of the fact tnat her brother (and occ-

asionally i."lo) disapprove of her way of life and Rose her-

sell' feEds occasional feelings of guilt for her excesses.

Rose is not bothered by Brian's opinion of her as much as

she is by Flo's, and in retaliation for her hurt feelings,

she mocks her stepmother to he:c f:ciends, trying to l' eel

;Juo2rior to 1-"10 who still can inJ:'lu811ce [{ose even thcusll sne

l:3 nO;'l d. :~rown woman. £~0.3 e,Jants to II I il1o.1lJ :cemOV2 herseli'

+'r -·"1 -"-1 -\ ' .' ~', ~ 'I ~ II (' '" 1)'"-'- 0.: -'- ._..... _, ",,[ld.C <::: 1:' • _ Jv ) ,

opinion3 and influence.

~nlJ tinaD ~lo becomes older U02S her po~er lessen,

but she still :,'8.11a~e~3 to <3n3.do',y J,OS2' ,c .l..il·" 2.1'ld remain eV2r



an independent character. It is no victory for Hose to ·see
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~lols retreat from reality--~lols retreat from reality torces

30se to face her own. Rose sees the old women in the

nursing home and senses through them her own eventual fate

and the fact that the Flo she once knew no longer exists

for her. The question, "who do you think you are?" that

Flo once asked Rose when she was a child reverberates through

the final chapter and is repeated by Miss Hattie, Rosels

English teacher in High School. These last chapters contain

those memories and experiences that contribute to Rosels

understanding of herself, an understanding dependent upon

her acceptance of her stepmother, her childhood and her

life as an actress.

The final chapter in the novel links Rose to several

characters 1n Hanratty, establishing and emphasizing her

connection to her small town. I'flilton Homer, a man tlnot all

there"(p.195), is a "mimic of ferocious gifts and terrible

energy"(p.192). he is something of a village idiot, yet he

holds an important place in iianratty Soc1ety. He unw ittingly

mocks tlle religious institutions of tl18 tmvn, making fun

of the parades put on by various organizations, drawing

whiskers on his face outside the church and defeating his

aunt I S petition against ~)unu.ay night radio. i.:ilton is a

twis~ed figure at an actor not fully realizing that he 1S

mockin~ the town1s institutions, or intrUding upon the towns-

,.:iltO~l is ::i.cc2pted jy ~{cura-;:;ty as a lnr:i11ess



i'.iil ton does not threaten the town because he VJaS born

'different'. People like Rose and Ralph Gillespie choose

to be different when they draw attention to their talent and

are consequently regarded as outsiders by the citizens of

Hanratty.

Ralph Gillespie does imitations oli,iilton Homer,

duplicating his facial expressions and method of talking.

Ralph Gillespie is not an accepted member of Hanratty,

however; he is an outcast because of his injurie:s that

allow him a pension, making him IIs e t for life ll (p.201), and

no longer a part of the town's daily struggle to survive.

i\lunro's portrayal of' I\tjilton Komer and Ralph Gillespie

indicate the fine line between acceptance and rejection.

~ilton is allowed his mimicry because he doesnft know

better, Ralph is condemned for imitations because he

should know better. Ralph is a threat to the people of

Hanratty because of the tact that he shows off when he

imitates ~ilton, and he does not'have to conform to the

town's work ethic .

.1he1'1 Rose returns to Hanratty Sile is reminded of 11er

])ro1'e8sion Which liiUSt seem lI I1 ighhanued l' (p.203) to the
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;;lle is a;ilar;,;; oi' her vWYl f'ai:lily' s occaoi01~3.1

disapproval, and /illiHl s:ne ;,188't8 l{alo/l \}illespie again, she

:(OCUS8S Oil 3. yVci8.LoJ..e dlJ.,;i,Jer to It dllO UO you cHin,\. you :::'1.'2: iI •

:~al::,Jil1 s Llitatlcik; ::i,1"':;: dO :;'O.lL;er :-unu;:;i ing ',;nen ~'li.Lton .i-lO:,ler

i.3 ...:ieil"C to the .i-lo"le ai1u lu LiO lon;s~r i.3.u1iiiar(;o ilanr:i. ,,-ty.
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RalDh had been too pleaseCi ',vitn ilis ability to entertain- and

was uDVvilling to change with the -c.l..i:le2. Liis ignominous

death remlnus dose ot her o~n fallibility as an actress and

the necessity to always do the best she can and recognize

the "power" of individuals such as Plo, who were vital links

to reality. H.ose realizes, \I ••• she did not want to do

Milton Homer. ~he wanted to fill up in that magical, re

leasing way, transform herselfj she wanted the courage and the

power" (p. 200) •

~his power comes to Rose WILSl she realizes she be

comes the sum total"of all the characters she has ever met,

and must be true to them, respecting that which is unique

in each individuaL ~::;_ose suspects that, "she migh-t have

been paying attention to the wrong things, reporting antics,

tlla t Slle COUlU.Il I t get ana ",'wuldn It ge·c. Ana it wasn It

just about acting she suspected this"(p.20S). Rose realizes

that she had not been true to herself, or to the life sne

lived. AS an actress, Rose has been tempted by the two

vJorlds 0:1:' reality and illusion vihich confront the artist;

worlas Y~lich"~illnro d~amQtizes by using images of the theater.

'fhe answer, then, to the ques·tion "o..../ho do you think you

are'?" lies in i{ose, and her ability to embrace reality and

"trans1'orm ilersell' into a better inuividual, a better act.cess,

iull of tne courage and power needed to play the roles



COHCLUSION

Alice ""iiunro 11as admittsd that the style of part-

icular visual artists is very close to what she would like

to accomplish as a writer. It is of some interest then, to

note a comment made by Jack Chambers concerning a specific

quality of art. Ghambers reters to the:

••• peculiar impact of some pailnlngs, where reality is
so imminent that one feels he has stepped off the con
veyor belt of time momentarily and actually glimpses the
world in pause. ~ew paintings do this but when it
happens the viewer on the outside looking in is able to
ex~er~enc~ th~ f~ow of.time.~n which he i~ trayelling
ana OI whlch ne lS selaom, II ever, conSClOUS.

This particular quotation might easily be applied to Alice

j';,unro's work if one were to substitue ":fiction" :for II pa inting tl

because the skill Chambers refers to is one sought by artists

in all media. As readers, we experience "the £'10\>' of' time"

through i.iunro I s use of sensuous detail and the images which

arise from an extended presentation of parti8ular objects,.

emotions or experiences.

Chamber:c.; I s quotation is a vlvid remlnder that

Alice ~,!unro Dossesses a talent as r3ii1aTlmole as the artists

she admires. In each or her books we find examples ot the

"neculiar .l.m:::::act" that 11er stories eV-OK8, an impact whlch is

directly attriout2.ble to hsr suotle mounting of imag<? upon

image, and the consequent depth her imagery achieves.

1
;.- 'J. Li.J_ jU-\l~.l, .~~L.~~·~_~_i,"'h_--:~: 8a i ~.iJ~n lYl ,~~lllac.a~ ( .;.\J.L'"t011t 0 :

~-i..'-li"~~~, .i....:.·./i.r .. ~=.;.ll ...·_ ~~~.L •.i..)o.ilj-, l)i ....~), 'v,CJ...



Happy ,Jhades, the intensi·t;y of the moment when. the young-

girl first sees Joe J:-'hippen is caused by the accumulation

of images of death and fear which starkly contrast the

images of security and life which surround the young girl'S

father. ;[hen BCfbby Sherriff pirouettes before .oel in

Lives of Girls and .Iomen, the mind's eye creates a picture

which is complete, a climactic image of art acnieving a

precariQu~balance( a dance movement significantly) or

reconciliation of the opposing tensions' of life. Ida

Jordan cannot achieve this precarious balance and the

lack OI' strong and enduring images to define her leave an

unfinished picture with· the reader.

1n much the same way the reader comes to understand

the full impact of the message the dpanish Lady feels she

must de liver in 00methin5 I've Been i'leaning ':Co Tell You.

Her life has been as trivial as the images which characterize

her as a shallow and self'~centered woman. Her metaphoric

journey by train to a new understanding of herself· is· .

focused by the death cry of the old man and the l~nowledge

that death is lndeed an end to the journey of life.

"'rhe ::";panish .LaQY" is a story very much like the painting

Chambers describes, OYle wnich "glimpses the 1;/o1'ld in

pause", much lit:::e a ,Joycean e~)ipl1any, it ends \:fith a

moment wnich will change the Spanish Lauyls life rorever.

i'he sa"le type or lJ10ment l;:; eLD8rienc8u 0.1 ·~ose

',ino r • ... , • I' ,......--

dill...!.. ''1i ... '..,:"... v



The reader as well as Rose possesses an incomplete picture

of her attai~led identity until the final chapter of the

novel •. ~1.ose is ultimately a composite of many characters,

the result of numerous experiences (imagistically pre-

sentedj which suggest various identities: tne scholar,

the daughter, the mother, the actress, the consumer, the

lover. Rose e,xplores these identitles aB an actress and

l'lunro consequently uses theatrical images to present tne

lIroles" Rose plays. A.ll these theatrical images serve to

emphasize Rose's need to discover herself, shed any dis-

guises and acknowledge herself as an ino.ividual.

As in all of Alice Munro's work, it is the indiv-

idual character \vho remains in tile i'eauer t s mind. EaC[l

character is created by a carefully worked pattern of iwages

'Hhich offers clues a;':ld insigllts i1'f'Go the character! s ess-

ential nature. Above all else, ~~nro's characters are

human, largely because they experience lilOments which are

vital, real and vividly port,rayed. ner themes are I'amiliar

to U8 2.11 and concern the des ire "co un:ler~:;tanci ones eli' and

survive iLL a COD1'pJ..lcatc~d v'forld.

takell l'romGI1e ;aater:Lals of .Life Clll-l "oven into th8 in-

tricr.rGe i'ab:cic ai' ner ,JJlOI't storied ana novel...;. Alice

l~ ,

<::: .• .
....LIce Udro, l::l.vg,.:.O_O.1.. ,,~li~~::; ~2.iJ.(l 'iOlI~en (;:8VI YOl":~:

C :rl.':-...ti;- ·i. .J.....L..L \.~rer~o~(~t 1)/1/ J ,'j.~;j.
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